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Two-dimensional experimental and numerical simulations of a transonic fan blade
passage were conducted at a Mach number of 1.4 to provide baseline data for the study
of the effects of vortex generatmg devices on the suction surface shock-boundary layer
interaction. In the experimental program, a probe and traverse system were designed
and constructed. A new data acquisition system was adapted to record data from probe
surveys and multiple scans of static pressure ports. Impact pressure behind two model
fan passages and static pressures across the shock-boundary layer interaction were
measured for a design incidence and one off-design incidence in a blow-down wind
tunnel. The passage shocks were positioned in similar locations by rotating the model to
a decreased flow incidence. Fan passage losses were obtained by integrating the probe
measurements. The losses compared favorably with a numerical Navier-Stokes solution
and one engineering model. Static pressure distributions were also found to compare
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A. SHOCK-BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION
The demand for higher levels of thrust and the desire to limit the physical size of
turbofan engines have combined to drive fan and leading compressor stage relative Mach
numbers higher into the supersonic range. A shock system is inevitable in a transonic
stage and "... the design principle is not the avoidance of shocks, but control of their
locations and strengths so as to minimize aerodynamic losses." [Ref. 1] At operating
conditions in such a stage, a shock forms at the leading edge of each blade and impinges
on the suction side boundary layer of the adjacent blade. The resulting flow structure is
illustrated in Figure 1 . The subsonic portion of the boundary layer may not be able to
negotiate the steep pressure gradient in the neighborhood of the shock and may separate
locally and reattach at some point downstream. This results in a shock structure called a
lambda-foot where the original normal shock branches into two oblique shocks near the
wall. In a fan passage, reattachment must take place in a very small percentage of the
chord to allow further diffusion to the design pressure ratio.
Characterization of the opposmg loss mechanisms present in this flow regime are of
interest to the designer. The size of the interaction will determine the normal shock
losses and the behavior of the boundary layer. As the interaction is suppressed, high
normal shock losses dominate. If the interaction region is large then the boundary layer
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Figure 1. Shock-Boundary Layer Interaction
B. BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Several promising methods for controlling the shock-boundary layer interaction
have been examined recently [Ref. 2]. Among these are vortex generator jets (VGJ's),
low-profile vortex generators and the passive cavity. The first two devices energize the
low momentum flow nearest the wall with higher momentum flow via streamwise
vortices. This provides the inner layer with enough momenmm to overcome the adverse
pressure gradient transmitted forward through the subsonic layer. The passive cavity
induces suction downstream of (lie shock and injection upstream of the shock which
reduces the separation region while increasing boundary layer thickness [Ref. 3j.
Conventional vane-type vortex generators have been studied since the nineteen
fifties. NACA first investigated their usefulness for controlling How separation and
shock-boundary layer interactions. The low-profile vortex generator is relatively new
and offers promise of reducing separation with less parasitic drag than conventional
vortex generators [Ref. 3], Examples of such devices are the "Wheeler Doublet" [Ref 4)
and the "wishbone" profile low-profile vortex generators both examined by Linn, et al

































Figure 2. Low profile Vortex Generators [Ref. 2)
layer many boundary layer thicknesses upstream of Hie shock-boundary layer interaction.
For external flows over surfaces and internal flow in diffusers these wedge shapes would
be easy to apply, but there may be more difficulty in applying them to fan blades with
adequate precision.
VGJ's, shown in Figure 3, have been studied extensively by Johnston and Nishi as
well as Johnston and Compton [Ref 5, 6]. VGJ's are pitched and skewed to the
streamwise direction and can be passively or actively operated. In studies completed in
subsonic flows they provide the largest vorticity when pitched at about forty-five degrees
and yawed between forty-live and ninety degrees. These jets can be implemented in Uie
fan application simply by drilling holes tlirough blading. In passive operation the jet
(i = 15?<15°
|J = U?3U°,GU fj 9U°
Jo!
Uo (top view)











Figure 1. Vortex Generating Jets [Ref. 2]
would pass high pressure air from the pressure surface to the suction surface. An
alternative approach would be to actively provide air to the jets through the blade only in
the transonic range of operation. In both cases blade strength would be an issue and in
the active case, mechanical complexity would be added.
The passive cavity is illustrated in Figure 4. Passive cavity operation is described as
follows. "The pressure rise across the shock induces a passive suction downstream of the
shock, which tends to close down the separation bubble, and an injection of flow
upstream of the shock, causing a series of compression waves to form (resulting in more
isentropic compression) and the pressure rise to spread over a larger axial distance




Figure 4. Passive Cavity Operation
C. 2-D FAN PASSAGE SIMULATION
The effects of various flow control devices, including vortex generators, on the
shock-boundary layer interaction have been examined by McCormick [Refs. 3, 7] in a
round tube geometry. In the present work, it is planned to examine the most promising
configurations shown in McCormick's results in a model simulation of the flow in a fan
passage. The present work is an extension of studies performed by Golden [Ref. 8] and
Collins [Ref. 9] . The wind tunnel used in the present work was designed by Demo [Ref.
10] and first used for blading studies by Hegland [Ref. 11]. The data acquisition system
designed by Wendland [Ref. 12] was adapted and implemented in the course of the
present study.
The geometry of the model was intended to generate a 2-D simulation of the relative
flow on a stream surface through an advanced fan rotor at approximately 63% of the
span. The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 5. The blade profile was
approximated very closely as a wedge arc for ease of manufacture, and since streamline
contraction could not be simulated in the experiment. Measurements made by Golden
showed the flow through the model passage to be acceptably two dimensional [Ref. 8].
In the current study, an impact pressure probe and vertical traverse were designed
and manufactured, and the "Zero Operate and Calibrate" (ZOC) Data Acquisition System
(DAS) developed by Wendland [Ref. 12] was adapted to acquire data from probe surveys
and multiple scans of static pressure ports in order to establish a baseline performance of
the unmodified blade. This system was then implemented on the wind tunnel. With the
Blade Geometry
L.E. Radius = 0.015 in
T.E. Radius = 0.015 in
Wedge Angle = 3.5"
Wedge Length = 2.85 in
Suction Surface
Arc Radius = 13.53 in
M= i.
a
Figure 5. Transonic Cascade Blade Geometry
model at design incidence, surface pressure distributions and impact pressure
distributions impact pressure distributions behind the lower and middle blade were
measured. Cascade losses were obtained by integrating the probe measurements. When
it was discovered mat similar shock locations in the two passages could be obtamed by
rotating the model to a decreased flow incidence, static and impact pressure profiles were
obtained at this condition. The measured behavior was analyzed and comparisons were
made with computational simulations and one engineering loss model.
In the present report, the wind tunnel and model simulation, the probe design and
DAS modification are described in Chapter II. In Chapter III, the experimental program
and results are presented. A computational simulation of the blade geometry is presented
in Chapter IV and in Chapter V, the experimental and numerical results are compared.
Chapter VI provides conclusions based on the progress of the current study and
recommendations for future work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION
A. TRANSONIC CASCADE WIND TUNNEL
1. Wind Tunnel Description
The wind tunnel used was a blow-down apparatus located in the Gas Dynamics
Laboratory (Bldg. 216) at the Naval Postgraduate School. A schematic of the facility is
shown in Figure 6. A schematic of the wind tunnel and a photograph of the tunnel are
shown in Figures 7 and 8. respectively.
LABORATORY
Bleed Back Pressure Valve


































Figure 7. Schematic of the Transonic Wind Tunnel
Figure 8. Transonic Wind Tunnel
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The wind tunnel inlet pressure was maintained by a pneumatically operated
control valve. The test section back pressure requited to simulate fan pressure ratios was
adjusted using a hand-operated hydraulic Map valve mounted ah ol the test section. The
valve is shown in Figure ( >. A convergent-divergent nozzle provided a Mach 1.4 How to
the test section inlet. A test section schematic and photograph ate shown in Figures I')
and 1 1 respectively. Boundary layer scoops were provided on the upper and lower as
Figure 9. Back Pressure Valve
well as right and left sides of the test section in order to divert the boundary layers from
the model. The test section modeled two fan passages, between three Ian blades. The
middle blade in the model was the only complete blade, while the upper and lower
sections were half blades, modeling only lower and upper surfaces tespectively. The
incidence of the model could be varied. The blade upper surface was inclined 1.15
11
degrees to the freestream flow at the design condition, while (he blade wedge angle was
3.5 degrees. Further details of trie wind tunnel can be found in Ref. 9. Details of the
back pressure valve design are contained in Ref. 8.




Figure 10. Test Section Schematic
Flow
Figure 11. Test Section
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2. Optical system
The optical system provided both schlieren and shadowgraph capabilities. A
diagram of the arrangement used is shown in Figure 12. A continuous or spark light
source was available from a combination unit. A parabolic lense collimated the light,
directing it through the test section and into a parabolic mirror where the beam was
reflected into the camera. Shadowgraph photos were made during selected runnel runs to















Figure 12. Optical System
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B. TEST SECTION INSTRUMENTATION
1. Static Pressure Taps
Pressure taps were provide on side plates, window blanks and the lower blade
as described by Golden [Ref. 8]. Two side plate pressure taps were used to measure the
inlet and exit static pressures. The lower blade centerline pressure taps were used to
measure the static pressures across the shock-boundary layer interaction region as well as
to measure possible flow field disturbance caused by probe surveys. Aluminum window
replacement blanks were instrumented in a fashion that would provide similar
information to that of the lower blade. Table I summarizes the pressure tap locations.
Drawings of the instrumented components are given in Appendix A.
TABLE I. STATIC PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Section Ports Location Purpose










Window Blanks 8 Close to blade
surface
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2. Impact Probe and Vertical Traverse
A probe was designed and mounted in a vertical traverse for conducting
pressure surveys downstream of the cascade model. The probe was an impact tube with
0.02 inch mtemal diameter and a 0.032 inch external diameter. It was mounted in a
probe holder designed to cause minimum disturbance to the flow. The probe and holder
are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The probe holder was mounted on a solid shaft mat
passed out of the test section through a bearing surface and connected to a mounting
block. This mounting block was then bolted to the mounting block of a VELMEX
UNISLIDE Motor Driven Assembly. The entire assembly is shown Figure 15. The
assembly consisted of a hardened aluminum dovetail base with an aluminum sliding
element fitted with bonded bearing pads. A high precision lead screw converted
rotational motion to linear motion for up to 6.6 inches of travel. Further details are given




Figure 13. Impact Probe and Probe Holder
Figure 14. Impact Probe and Probe Holder
16
Figure 15. Probe Traverse Assembly
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C. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
1. Pressure Measurement System
The pressure measurement system consisted of three main elements: namely the
"Zero Operate and Calibrate" (ZOC-14) Data Acquisition System (DAS) for recording
pressure data, a continuous pressure monitoring system for setting pressure ratio prior to
data taking and the VELMEX NF90 Stepper Motor Controller which operated the
UNISLIDE Motor Driven Assembly to provide probe surveys behind the test section
blading. A schematic of the pressure measurement system is shown in Figure 16. The
present application of this system was an extension of the work done by Wendland
[Ref. 12].
a. ZOC-l4 Data Acquisition System
The Zero Operate and Calibrate (ZOC) Data Acquisition System (DAS)
consisted of the HP9000 Series 300 Desk Top Computer System, three Scanivalve
ZOC-14 Electronic Scanning Modules, the CALSYS2000 calibration standard and the
HP6944A Multiprogrammer. The HP 9000 Series 300 Desktop Computer acted as the
master controller for the system as well as a data storage and processing tool. Extensive
documentation provided with this language is described further in Reference 12. The
HP9000 is equipped with 10 mega-bytes of Random Access Memory and a 40 mega-byte
hard drive as well as a 1.44 mega-byte floppy drive. HP Basic version 5.13 software was













































Figure 16. Data Acquisition System Schematic
b. Pressure Mon itoring Systern
The Pressure Monitoring System allowed the tunnel operator to set the
pressure ratio across the cascade prior to recording data by providing a continuous
display of the test section inlet (PI) pressure, exit pressure (P2) and exit to inlet pressure
ratio (P2/P1) to the screen of the HP9000. This was implemented using two 100 PSID
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transducers, multi-port signal conditioner, a Digital Voltmeter (HP3455A), Data
AcquisitionControl Unit (HP3497A) and the HP9000 Series 300 Computer. The
HP9000 provided program control for the controller and the voltmeter. Details on the
programming of these devices are contained in Reference 14 and 15.
c. NF90 Stepping Motor Controller/Unislide Motor Driven Assembly
The VELMEX Stepping Motor Controller and the UNISLIDE Motor
Driven Assembly provided a fully programmable and highly precise traverse mechanism.
The NF90 Stepper Motor Controller could operate in a "stand alone" mode or an
"interactive mode". A three wire serial RS-232C port allowed the host controller to enter
commands and data, poll for status and read position information. It was capable of
operating up to three stepper motors as well as being daisy-chained with multiple NF90's.
It had a 400 step (0.9 degree) resolution, which equated to a 0.025 inch linear resolution
for the lead screw that was used. Other features of interest in the present study were its
programmable baud rate, speed control, poll for status, and return to zero position
commands. Further details concerning the NF90 Stepping Motor Controller are
contained in Reference 16. Though provided with IBM compatible controller software it
was fully compatible with the HP9000 equipped with an RS-232C port. The serial port
used was separate from the port used for the CALSYS2000 and was made available by
installing the Asynchronous Serial Interface (HP98644A) expansion card into the
HP9000[Ref. 17].
The UNISLIDE Motor Drive Assembly was model number MB2509P40J
with a Bodine #2010 (2410) Drive Motor. A precision roll-formed lead screw held by
20
preloaded ball bearings drove a low friction, adjustable anti-backlash nut. The lead
screw provided in the model P40J allowed capabilities outlined in Table II. Installation
and maintenance instructions for the VELMEX UNISLIDE are contained in Reference
13. The NF90 and UNISLIDE are shown in Fieure 17.














Figure 17. NF90 and VELMEX UNISLIDE
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2. Data Acquisition and Analysis Programs
a. The DataA cquisition Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
Program "SCAN_ZOC_06" was developed to provide the data acquisition
options shown in Table III. The program was an adaptation and extension of the
"SCAN_ZOC_05" program developed by Wendland [Ref. 12]. The extensions involved
adding commands to provide continuous monitoring of the cascade pressure ratio prior to
acquiring data with the ZOC system and commands to control the probe traverse. The
development and description of the new software, program listing and operating manual
are given in Appendix C.
Table III. SCAN TYPES AVAILABLE






























b. The "READ_ZOC2" Data Reduction Program
The "READ_Z0C2" program was an adaptation of the "READ_ZOC"
utility program given in Reference 12. The previous version was developed to examine
ZOC data to verify the ZOC-14 DAS performance. The current version was specifically
developed to analyze data taken from the Transonic Cascade Wind Tunnel.
"READ_ZOC2" converted the acquired ZOC voltage data to pressures in psia. It
provided a print out of data indexed to each port and scan taken, saved pressure data to
an ASCII file, plotted surface pressures normalized by inlet total pressure versus percent
of chord, plotted displacement versus probe survey pressure and calculated the mass
averaged loss coefficient. This program is listed m Appendix D. Output from this
program is shown in Appendix E and referred to in Chapter III.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The program of tests is summarized in Table VI. After initial tests to verify the
probe and traverse mechanism, and data acquisition and control program operation,
probe and surface pressure measurements were acquired with the model at design
incidence and with incidence increased by 2 degrees. The laner condition was found to
give similar shock patterns in the upper and lower passages at the design pressure ratio.
Useful test data are given in Appendix E.
1. Initial Tests
Eleven preliminary tests were conducted with the model set at the design
incidence. The shadowgraph system was adjusted optimally and experience was gained
in operating the back pressure control valve to position the passage shocks m the model.
Data acquisition procedures using the ZOC-14 DAS were exercised and verified by
comparing with measurements reported in Reference 8. Also, multiple scans of blade
surface taps revealed less than 1% uncertainty (see Figure El. page 124). When shocks
were positioned and data were taken, the pressure ratio across the blading was
approximately two. The probe and traverse proved to be very rigid and no noticeable
vibrations could be sensed external to the test section. The traverse was programmed to
step 32 times and a probe measurement was recorded at each stop. At each stop, during a
pause of one second, all 32 ZOC pressure ports were scanned ten times. One minute and
24
1 3 seconds were required to complete the traverse. Surveys were conducted at the exit
of the lower passage while using the instrumented lower blade to provide surface static
pressures across the passage normal shock. This shock was placed at the "design"
location using a pressure ratio of approximately 2.04. Observation and measured data
revealed that no significant disturbances or additional unsteadiness of the shock structure
was present during probe surveys. Four such surveys were completed and a
representative data set, together with a sample data reduction, is given in Appendix E.
2. Probe Surveys at Design Incidence (1.15 degrees)
Seven tunnel runs were conducted to survey across a full passage centered on
the middle blade. The cascade was operated at a pressure ratio of approximately 2.14, at
which the upper passage normal shock was located at the "design" location and the lower
passage shock was slightly ahead of this location. The two shocks were within ten
percent of chord of the same axial location on the blade suction surface. A typical data
set is given m Appendix E. These and all subsequent surveys were taken at one inch
downstream of the blade trailing edge.
3. Probe Surveys at -0.85 Degree Incidence
Five tunnel runs were conducted to examine various off-design incidence
angles. The cascade model was rotated such that the mcidence to the suction surface
was varied by plus or minus 2 degrees. The setting which resulted in a suction surface
incidence of -0.85 degrees caused the upper and lower passage normal shocks to move
into approximately the same position within the passage at the same pressure ratio.
Rotation in the opposite direction (increased incidence) had the opposite effect. Two
25
complete center blade survey were conducted at -0.85 degrees incidence to examine the
changes in the losses as well as in the blade surface pressure distributions. A set of
survey data is given in Appendix E together with sidewall pressure measurements.
Shadowgraph photographs of the flow at -0.85 degrees using continuous and spark light
sources are shown in Figures 18 and 19 respectively.
TABLE IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Date Runs Measured Purpose Appendix E
pages




















































Figure 18. Continuous Light Shadowgraph
Figure 19. Spark Light Shadowgraph
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B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1. Measurements at Design Incidence
The suction surface pressure distribution at a pressure ratio of 2.04. normalized
by inlet total pressure, is shown in Figure 20. A very gradual expansion is seen as the
flow approaches the shock-interaction region. The interaction is centered at
approximately 40% chord and steady diffusion continues toward the trailing edge of the
blade. It is significant to note that pressure ratios used to place shocks in the upper and
lower passage (2.04 and 2.14 respectively) at design mcidence did not change with the
installation of the probe and the suction surface static pressure distribution was
unaffected by the probe movement. At design incidence, shocks could not be positioned
in the same location on the blade suction surface in the two passages. The upper passage
normal shock was positioned in the design location (approximately 40% chord) at a
pressure ratio of 2.14. The lower passage shock was then centered at 30% chord as
determined by the surface pressure measurements. The lower blade surface pressure
distribution at a pressure ratio of 2.14 is shown in Figure 21.
The loss distribution resulting from the probe survey conducted downstream of
the center blade at a pressure ratio of 2.14 is shown m Figure 22 Exit static and plenum
pressures during the probe survey are shown (dashed lines) with the impact pressure
measurements against displacement. The shock losses experienced in the upper passage
are higher man those experienced in the lower passage. The increased losses may be due
to the lower passage normal shock which is now forward of the center blade leading
edge. In addition, a slight reduction in loss is present just above the wake region, which
28
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Figure 20. Lower Blade Surface Pressure Distribution (P2/P1 = 2.04)




Figure 22. Loss Distribution at Design Incidence (1.15 degrees)
may be attributed to trie shock-boundary layer interaction. This effect was also present
in the lower passage (see Figure El). The wake is mixed out to some degree as revealed
by the level of the test section exit static pressure. The mass averaged loss coefficient,
calculated by integration of the distribution across one blade space, was 0.10065 for the
design incidence.
2. Measurements at -0.85 Degree Incidence
As can be seen by the shadowgraph photographs in Figure 18 and 19. the
passage normal shocks were in approximately the same location in the two passages at a
pressure ratio of 2.14. The lower blade surface pressure distribution and an upper
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Figure 24. Middle Blade Side Plate Pressure Distribution (-0.85 degrees)
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data indicate that the shocks differed in position by no more than 2% of chord. The blade
surface pressure distributions for the design cases showed a small acceleration prior to
the shock interaction region. At the negative incidence, no such expansion is apparent.
Also, the level of pressure prior to the shock in this case is 5-10% higher than for the
design incidence, suggesting the presence of an oblique shock at the blade leading edge.
Though the flow is eventually diffused to the same pressure in both cases, in the reduced
incidence case the shock interaction region is reduced in length. The reduced incidence
case shows the shock pressure rise occurring over approximately 1 5% of chord compared
to 2>0% of chord at design incidence. This is consistent with having a lower Mach
number at the shock (higher pressure) and a reduced region of separation and associated
lambda structure.
The impact pressure survey shown in Figure 25 indicates that the wake was
shed at a higher vertical location, as should be the case since the higher incidence was
arrived at by rotating the test section. Shock losses for the two passages were closer to
the same value and losses were in fact less overall for this incidence. The mass averaged
loss coefficient for this case was calculated to be 0.07393. The loss distribution just
above the wake (from the lambda interaction on the suction side) appears in Figure 25 to
be quite similar to the design incidence case in Figure 22. but the passage shock loss
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The numerical simulation was earned out on a C-gnd generated with the GRAPE
grid generation program. GRAPE (GRids about Airfoils using Poisson's Equation) was
written by Sorenson [Rets. IS. 19] and revised by Chima [Ref. 20] to accommodate
periodic cascades for rurbomachinery. A flow solution was obtamed on a grid of 250 x
49 points generated by Golden [Ref. 8], This grid was non-dimensionalized for use in
the latest version of the flow solver. The grid is shown in Figures 26 through 28. The
existing grid has been optimized for this particular flow regime by adding more points at
the leading and trailing edges and a finer grid at the walls to improve resolution of
shocks and boundary layers.
B. COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME
1. The Solution Method
The numerical scheme used was RVCQ3D (Rotor Viscous Code QuasioD)
developed by Roderick Chima at NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio.
RVCQ3D was specifically designed for the analysis of blade to blade flows in
turbomachmery [Ref. 21]. The code is an explicit multistage Runge-Kuna scheme which
solves either the Euler or Navier-Stokes (thin- layer) equations and features the following:
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Figure 26. Viscous Grid
Figure 27. Viscous Grid Leading Edge
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Figure 28. Viscous Grid Trailing Edge
• A spatially varying time step
• Second and fourth order artificial viscosity
• Implicit residual smoothing
• An ideal gas assumption
• A Baldwm-Lomax or Cebeci-Smith turbulence model
• Stream tube variation
• Rotation effects
A thin layer approximation is employed such that derivatives in the streamwise direction
are dropped while calculating viscous derivatives. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model was used in all calculations. The code uses an initial guess and time inarches to a
steady-state solution. The code is second-order accurate in space due to central
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differencing and has been used up to a fifth-stage Runge-Kutta format providing
fifth-order accuracy in time. All calculations herein were completed using a four-stage
scheme. Version 3.7 of the code was used for the most current work. This version
allows for almost completely dimensionless inputs and provides a powerful restart
capability. This version was updated by Dan Tweedt of NASA Lewis [Ref. 22]. A
complete mathematical description of RVCQ3D is contained in Reference 23 and a
comparison of this scheme to other multigrid codes is given m Reference 24.
2. RVCQ3D Inputs
In the current simulation only 2-D cascade flow effects with no rotation, were
modeled. An adiabatic wall temperature boundary condition was imposed Reynolds
number based on chord length and total conditions was mput using a total temperature of
520 deg R or 15 deg C. A Courant number of 4.5 was used and allowed convergence in
7000 iterations (5.78 hours on a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo). Residual smoothing was
increased as much as 100% above recommended amounts early in the solution and
reduced to the recommended values as the solution converged. A ratio of outlet static
pressure to inlet total pressure was required. It was initially set above design to
accelerate placement of shocks and reduced to an approximate design value as the
solution converged Further details concerning RVCQ3D inputs are contained in
Reference 21. The restart capability now included in RVCQ3D allowed optimization of
the quantities previously discussed, which saved time and improved performance. A
sample RVCQ3D input file listing and a summary of restart inputs used to obtain the
solution is contained in Appendix F.
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C. COMPUTATIONAL SOLUTION
1. Summary of Previous Numerical Results
An "unsteady" solution was obtained by Golden [Ref . 8] in 4000 iterations. In
this solution the "normal shock merges with the leading edge bow shock on the pressure
surface and with the turbulent boundary layer on the suction surface." [Ref. 8] The
lambda foot was not predicted, but some increase in boundary layer thickness was
present. Boundary layer transition was predicted to be at ten percent chord and the flow
incidence angle to the suction surface was predicted to be 2.53 degrees, (design incidence
was 1.15 degrees) The results were "unsteady" because the convergence history showed
that residuals increased late m the solution process and a steady state solution was not
realized.
2. Current Numerical Solution
The inputs to the code represented conditions in the test section that gave a
Reynolds number of about 8 million, and a nominal back pressure was specified (P2/Ptl
= 0.7). The inlet Mach number was set at 1 .4 and the mlet flow angle to the "machine"
axis (normal to the leading edge plane) was set for the design incidence case of 56.49
degrees. A constant CFL of 4.5 was used The shock system was moved to the
"on-design" condition by increasing the back pressure to about 0.76 of inlet stagnation
pressure. The convergence history in Figure 29 shows a three order of magnitude drop in
RMS density residuals in 7000 iterations. Other solution outputs such as incidence angle,
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Figure 29. RMS Density Residuals
TABLE V. SUMMARY OF SOLUTION OUTPUTS
Quantity Inlet Exit Global Comments
Mach Number 1.378 0.633 For Ml guess = 1.4
P(deg) 57.518 52.609 For iss = 2.178








a. Suction Surface Pressure Profile
The static pressure distribution given by RVCQ3D is shown in Figure 30.
The current solution predicted the suction surface shock interaction starting at 30% chord
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extending to 55% chord. The flow expanded very slightly as it approached the
interaction region, dipped after the shock induced compression and continued to
subsomcally diffuse across the remainder of the blade after the interaction region
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Figure 30. Blade Surface Pressure Distribution
b. Flow Separation
Separation was predicted at the leading edge, in the neighborhood of the
shock and at the trailing edge. Figure 31 shows the skin friction coefficient distribution
and Figure 32 shows the boundary layer in the normal shock region. Transition to
turbulent flow was predicted to occur at about 5% chord. Flow detachment was
predicted at 38% and reattachment at 45% chord. This separation was associated with
the shock-boundary layer interaction. The trailing edge separation was predicted to start
at 99%o chord and was caused by the adverse pressure gradient caused by further
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diffusion through the passage. The leading edge separation "bubble" was confined to
very few points. Figure 33 shows a particle trace at the location of the shock induced
separation It shows a very flattened separation region which is a function of the
turbulent shock-boundary layer interaction, but may also be caused by the inadequate
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Figure 33. Particle Trace at Shock Induced Separation
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c. Shock Resolution
Mach number contours are shown in Figure 34. The normal shock, merges
with the leading edge bow shock on the pressure surface causing the attendant separation
bubble previously described. This configuration is similar to tliat observed in the




































Figure 34. Mach Number Contours
d. Loss Calculation
RVCQ3D predicted a mass averaged loss coefficient of 0.1 123. This pred-
iction will be compared to mass averaged losses calculated from experimental data as
well as with a currently accepted empirical loss model.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. BLADE SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
The experimental and computational results for the surface pressure distribution on
the blade suction side are shown in Figure 35. The numerical solution predicts the
interaction region to be located about 2% chord upstream of where it was measured to be
at the design incidence. The experimental results show a somewhat reduced Mach
number upstream of the shock interaction and the shock induced compression does not
reach the same peak value downstream as is shown in the numerical solution. However,
the slope of the pressure rise in the interaction region and in the subsonic diffusion after
the shock-boundary layer interaction compare favorably in the two simulations. It should
be noted that the computational scheme generates a solution for what the inlet flow angle
should be for the specified inlet Mach number (to allow periodic conditions through the
cascade geometry). Thus the inlet air angle for the computation was 57.656 degrees,
whereas it was 56.49 degrees in the experiment. Also, the outlet static-to-inlet total
pressure was 0.704 in the computation and 0.68 in the experiment. A further difference
between the experiment and computation was the unavoidable presence of side-walls in
the experiment. While the RVCQ3D code has provisions for streamline contraction, in
the experiment, determination of streamline contraction was not possible with the
presently available instrumentation
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At the -0.85 degree incidence (an inlet flow angle of 54.49 degrees), which is runner
from the angle output by the computational solution than the design setting, the slope of
the pressure rise across the shock is higher than for the design case. The sharper rise is
followed by a near plateau through the passage throat and then a steeper rise over the
curved surface. Since the pressure ahead of the shock is higher, corresponding to a lower
Mach number, the steep rise through the shock suggests less or even the absence of
separation This contrasts with the design incidence case, at which the shock pressure
rise (and interaction) is spread over 30% chord. The significant difference between the
boundary layers entermg the subsonic diffusion passage in the two cases, as deduced
from the wake measurements, could account for the different rate of pressure rise.
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Figure 3S. Surface Pressure Distributions
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B. CASCADE LOSS ESTIMATION
Mass-averaged pressures and losses derived from probe surveys are summarized in
Table VI
. It was of interest to compare these loss values with the predictions of current
loss models, and with the losses predicted by the numerical simulation.










Design 54.334 50.612 36.983 511 0.1006
Off-design 54.204 51.478 36.865 507.5 0.0739
The Koch and Smith method [Ref. 25] was selected since it was recommended in a
recent review sponsored by AGARD [Ref. 26]. This empirical method can provide an
estimate of the design point efficiency potential of a multistage compressor, taking into
account viscous loss, shock and leading edge blunmess losses as well as end-wall and
part-span shroud losses. The intent here was to use only the relevant parts of this model,
inputting experimental conditions and estimating those unavailable from the data. A
sample calculation is contained in Appendix G. Only profile, shock and leading edge
blunmess losses were appropriate for the present cascade flow. Both the design and
off-design incidence cases were examined. Deviation angle was estimated using
Equation 3.5 of Reference 25 in combination with Figure 160 of Reference 27 and by
using Equations 268 and 269 of Reference 27. Table VII gives the inputs (and their
sources) to the loss calculation and the predicted losses.
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TABLE VII. LOSS MODEL INPUTS AND PREDICTED LOSSES
















































(TABLE VII. is continued on the next page)
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TABLE VII. (continued)
Parameter Design Off-Design Comments
Shock Inlet Mach
Number
1.4 1.36 Based on Surface
i
Pressures
Profile Losses 0.02608 0.0225
Normal Shock
Losses







Loss Coefficient 0.0996 0.0806
A summary of the losses obtained by measurement, by the application of the Koch
and Smith method and from the numerical simulation, is provided in Table VIII. There
is seen to be a reasonable agreement between the measurements and the Koch and Smith
model at both mcidence angles. The slightly higher loss from the numerical simulation is
consistent with there being a slightly higher Mach number at the shock.
TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF LOSS ESTIMATES
Case Measured Koch and
Smith
Numerical




VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the present study, the losses due to the shock-boundary layer interaction in a
simulated fan blade passage were measured at design and one off-design flow angle. The
results were compared with the losses predicted using the Koch and Smith loss model.
Also, numerical results were obtained using a 2-D thin layer Navier-Stokes flow solver
for blade-to-blade flows. Both surface pressure distribution through the mteraction and
losses predicted by the code were compared with the experimental results. A new data
acquisition system and programmable probe and traverse system were implemented to
obtain the measurements.
The following conclusions were drawn:
The new data acquisition system was very successful and provided repeatable and
accurate measurements. This was determined by comparing pressure levels to
those measured in Reference 8 and by examining multiple scans of blade surface
pressures.
The new probe and traverse mechanism provided precise positional accuracy and
pressure survey measurements
As the back pressure was increased at the design incidence (a suction surface
incidence of 1.15 degrees) the lower passage shock entered the cascade first and
could be placed no closer than 1 0% chord to the upper passage shock.
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At a suction surface incidence of -0.85 degrees the upper and lower passage
shocks were placed at approximately the same location at the same pressure ratio
(P2/P1=2.1).
At design incidence angle, blade surface pressures showed the shock-boundary
layer interaction to be spread over 30% of chord. The slopes of the early shock
compression and subsonic diffusion compared favorably with numerical
predictions.
At the reduced incidence angle blade surface pressures revealed a reduced Mach
number prior to the shock, steep shock compression and a pressure plateau for
25% chord followed by a more rapid pressure rise over the back of the blade. The
absence of significant separation would explain this change in behavior.
Mass averaged losses were calculated from impact pressure measurements for both
incidence angles and compared to predictions using the Koch and Smith loss
model. The results compared favorably and each gave a twenty percent reduction
in losses at the reduced incidence angle.
The loss measurements at design incidence angle compared reasonably well with
those given by the computational simulation.
Conclusions concerning the numerical simulation are:
The flow solution is highly grid dependent. Repeated attempts to increase grid
size to obtain more precise viscous solutions resulted in shock patterns, incidence
angles and losses that did not reflect reality.
The current numerical solution, using the latest version of RVCQ3D, predicted
separation in the shock-boundary layer interaction region. It also predicted a small
separation bubble on the leading edge and a slightly larger separated region at the
trailing edge. On a similar grid, using the previous version of the code, separation
was not predicted
The new version of the code demonstrated more rapid convergence on the present
geometry than was observed previously with the earlier version. Placement of
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shocks at a desired location could be accelerated by slightly increasing back
pressure above anticipated levels. The restart feature in the present code is a very
powerful aide in obtaining solutions.
The following recommendations are made concemmg the apparatus and instrument-
ation:
Obtain an additional CALMOD 2000 such that lower pressure ( 15PSID) ZOC-14
scanning modules can be calibrated concurrently with higher pressure (50PSID)
modules, but with equal accuracy.
Expand the ZOC-14 DAS to enable more test section pressures to be measured m
one test.
Acquire pressure data from the instrumented side plates ahead of the test section to
more fully examine the upstream flow as mcidence angle is changed.
Systematically replace all model sections exposed to the flow with parts made of
harder steel since erosion due to contamination is severe.
Do not exceed plus or minus two degrees of rotation from the design incidence
because of potential damage to the lower blade pressure tubing.
Design a three sensor pressure probe for the present traverse apparatus and
calibrate it to return Mach number and pitch angle.
Based on the understanding gained in the present program, the following steps are
proposed to achieve the stated goals of the project:
Verify the absence of separation at the negative incidence using a surface injection
technique.
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Experiment with "tailboards" to achieve similar flows (with separation) within the
two passages at positive flow incidence angles.
Obtain reference blade wake surveys at selected incidence angles using
displacement increments of 1/32 inch (currently 1/16).
Install a center blade with VGJ's and repeat the surveys with flow visualization.
Install Wheeler Doublets on the lower and center blade (separately and then
together), and repeat the surveys with flow visualization.
Evaluate the results.
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APPENDIX A. WIND TUNNEL INSTRUMENTATION
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Figure Al. Side Plate Instrumentation (Right Side)
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Figure A2. Window Blank Instrumentation (Left Side)
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Figure A3. Lower Blade Instrumentation
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Figure B2. Probe Traverse Assembly Drawing
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Figure B3. Test Section Lower Block Modification
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Figure B5. Sliding Block
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Figure B5. Sliding Block (Bottom View)
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Figure B6. Probe and Traverse Interface
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Figure B7. Probe Mounting Block
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Figure B8. Traverse Mounting (Auxiliary View)
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Figure BIO. Probe and Probe Holder
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Figure Bll. Stainless Rod
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Figure B12. Plumbing Detail
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Figure B13. Initial Probe Design
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APPENDIX C. ZOC-14 DAS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
1. Data Acquisition Program SCAN_ZOC_05
The ZOC-14 DAS software development integrated the ZOC-14 modules.
CALSYS2000 and the HP6944A Mnltiprogrammer with the HP9000 series 300 Desktop
Computer System and the HP6944A Computer Aided Test (CAT) software package. All
programming was done in HP BASIC version 5.13. The HP6944A CAT software
package provided software and documentation to configure and operate the HP6944A
Multiprogrammer. This package formed the framework around which the main program.
"SCAN_ZOC_05", was written. The CAT software provided routines which allow the
programmer to integrate the operation of individual Multiprogrammer cards into
powerful data acquisition tools. The A/D cards and Memory cards have been combined
to operate as a data buffer and the Pacer and Counter cards combined to operate as a
timer. The buffer stored raw strain gauge voltages in extremely fast RAM during
acquisition and thus did not require transfer to the HP9000 RAM and finally to disk until
the data run was complete. The timer function provided a square wave pulse at a
prescribed pulse width and number of repetitions. The pulse width determined the
scanning frequency and the number of repetitions (always a multiple of 32) determined
the number of samples taken per scan of the 32 ZOC ports. The program generated three
files for storage of raw data (prefix "ZW"), calibration data (prefix "ZC") and reduced
data (prefix "ZR"). The files were labeled by the program in a fashion that is very useful
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as illustrated below. With its file management system, multiple data runs could be
ZR211161
File Type "*"" ^s* A
Year Month
completed without stopping to reduce the data until tunnel operations were complete.
The program made use of multiple subprograms and user defined functions for repetitive
tasks affording a "top down" program structure. Further details on "SCAN_ZOC_05"
program development are contained in reference 12.
2. Modified ZOC-1 4 DAS Software ("SCAN_ZOC_06")
"SCAN_ZOC_05" was modified to provide contmuous monitoring of cascade
pressure ratios prior to data acquisition, operate a probe traverse for cascade surveys and
conduct a complete scan of all ZOC's at each new probe position. This version of the
program was designated "SCAN_ZOC_06". The purpose of this section is to document
modifications to the original program. The new program listing is contained in Figure
CI. An updated operating procedure for the system including hardware interface is also
contained in Appendix C. Changes from the previous operational procedures found in
reference 1 2 are indicated.
The initial setup routine was modified to include options available in the
new version of the program. These included the current day atmospheric pressure and
the type of scan or "scan type". The options are illustrated below in Table III. The
program is menu driven with additional user inputs clearly prompted by the program.
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Other selections which include the frequency of data acquisition, ZOC's to be operated
and CALMOD utilized have been retained.
Table IX. SCAN TYPES AVAILABLE
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The operation of the Transonic Cascade Wind Tunnel required knowledge
of the pressure ratio across the test section prior to data acquisition. A routine was
adapted from the program "SCAN" listed in reference 8 to provide a continuous display
of the inlet (PI), exit (P2) and exit to inlet pressure ratio (P2/P1). The routine initialized
both the HP3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit and the HP3455A Digital Voltmeter.
It then repetitively commanded the HP3497A to set the correct signal conditioner port
and triggered the voltmeter to read the voltage across the transducers connected to the
signal conditioner. It input this data to variables, scaled them appropriately and printed
out the two pressures in psia followed by the P2/P1 ratio. This process began upon
pressing the function key F4 which initiated the "Data Preps" routine. Prior to the start
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of the continuous cascade of pressure ratios the probe traverse moved to its initial
position ( if "scan_type" was greater than 1) and the CALMOD was initialized.
Routines to operate the NF90 Stepping Motor Controller were added to the
software such that a probe mounted on the VELMEX UNISLIDE Motor Driven
Assembly could be initially positioned prior to taking data, survey behind a cascade
passage and finally return to its original position. As mentioned above the NF90 would
be placed on line and the probe would move to its initial position during the "Data Preps"
phase of ZOC operations, provided a scan type of 2 (Lower Blade) or 3 (Middle Blade)
was chosen. When the cascade pressure ratio was at the appropriate value the function
key F5 was pressed to begin collecting data. After each scan (after the subprogram
"Scan_zocs" was called) was completed the subroutine "Traverse" was called which
stepped the traverse a preset linear distance that was "hard-wired" into the program (a
program edit was required to change this parameter) to avoid inadvertent damage to the
probe. The probe moved after each pressure measurement, but ceased to move after the
final measurement. The system completed 33 scans causing the probe to move 32 times
at 0.0625 inches each time for a total of two inches traversed. More detailed surveys
could be completed by changing the number of steps per scan (currently 1000) to a
smaller value. After pressure measurements were completed another routine included in
the "Collect Data" phase of the program moved the probe back to its starting position out
of the flow and placed the NF90 off-line. A summary of the ASCII commands
transmitted to the NF90 via the serial RS-232C port is provided in Table IV.
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Table X. NF90 COMMANDS USED IN SCAN ZOC 06



















"SI Ml 000" Speed of Motor
One at 1000
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In making first time probe surveys in the Transonic Cascade Wind Tunnel,
measurements were required to determine the significance of disturbances caused by the
probe itself. The procedure was modified so that it was possible to measure a portion of
the cascade pressure field at each survey point. "SCAN_ZOC_05" was modified such
that it would perform one scan of all ZOC's for each new position of the probe. This
required the addition of the traverse routines described above and the modification of the
following routines listed in Table V. These changes essentially added a "global loop"
around the entire acquisition process (with the exception of the transfer of data to the
HP9000, gathering of calibration data and final data reduction) thus enabling the system
to scan all ZOC pressure ports, including the port reserved for the probe, multiple times
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while still taking multiple samples. These operations were limited by the HP6944A
buffer space such that the number of scans times the number of samples times 32 ZOC
ports had to be less than 32,672.
Table XI. ROUTINES MODIFIED IN SCAN ZOC 06
Routine Purpose Modifications Comments
Initialize_spac Initializes 1. Added parameter "Itrav" for total See
variables number of scans/traverse points "Collect_data"
2. Added one column to "Zoc_cal" for more on
arrays for storage of additional "Itrav"
program inputs
Key_menu Prints ZOC 1 . Changed "F4" selection to "Final
operating Checklist and P2/P1 Cascade"
menu
Input Provides 1 . Added input for Atmospheric Inputs stored
Program Pressure and Type of scan desired. in Zoc_cal
inputs 2. Replaced LIF Hard Drive array and Cal
selection with LIF Floppy Drive for file in
data storage "InitiaLcal"
Data_prep Initializes 1 . Added routine to preposition the "P2pl" routine
CALMOD probe traverse depending on starts after
and probe "Scanjype" selected in "Input" probe is in
traverse and 2. Added routine that prints position
prints out continuous cascade of pressure ratios
pressure ratio (P2/P1)
(TABLE XL is continued on the next page)
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TABLE XL (continued)
Routine Purpose Modifications Comments
Collect_data Scans ZOC's 1. The variable "Iscan" is now See SUB
desired passed to SUB "Scan_zocs" . When "Scanjzocs"
number of Iscan is greater than one the for use of
times HP6944A buffer will not reinitiate variable
such that data from all scans will be "Iscan" and
stored. also see SUB
2. SUB "Traverse" is now called "Traverse"
after each measurement and moves
the probe vertically down at a set
increment.
3. At completion of measurements
a routine returns the probe to its
initial position.
Initial_cal Initializes 1 . Additional program inputs are All inputs are
arrays now stored in "Zoc_cal" arrays for stored in the
necessary for current data run. calibration file
storage of 2. New inputs included are which is read
calibration "Scanjype", number of scans later during
data ("Itrav"), traverse "Increment" and
atmospheric pressure.
3. Variable "Iscan" is reset to one
so that buffers initiate for storage of
calibration data.
data analysis.
Collect_cal_dat Collects raw 1 . Variable "Iscan" added to call of
calibration SUB "Scan_zocs".
data for each 2. Since Iscan reset to one the
CALSYS HP6944A buffer initializes to store
pressure calibration data only.
Reduce_data Reduces raw 1. Replaced LIF Hard Drive option SEE SUB
calibration with LIF Floppy Drive . "Raw_red_
and measured dat"
data
(TABLE XI. is continued on the next page)
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TABLE XI. (continued)
Routine Purpose Modifications Comments
View_files Displays 1. Replaced LIF Hard Drive option
filenames with LIF Floppy Drive .
from storage
media
SUB Scan_zocs Operates 1
. Program passes additional
HP6944A for variable "Iscan" .
scanning 2. Conditional "IF" statement skips
ZOC's reinitiating of HP6944A buffer if
Iscan greater than one.
SUB Traverse Steps probe 1 . Increments for upper and middle Survey
traverse a blade survey can be varied with increment
preset distance program edit. "hard-wired"
when 2. Routine verifies probe move- into program
"Scan_type" isment complete by awaiting "A " char- to avoid probe
greater than acter from NF90 Stepping Motor damage
one Controller.
SUB Raw_dat Collects raw 1 . The number records read into the "Itrav" is the
data from HP9000 memory and stored on disk total number
memory for drive were multiplied by the factor of scans.
storage on "Itrav".
disk drive 2. CREATE BDAT, Input_iblock
and CONTROL statements were
affected.
SUB Cal_dat Stores 1 . Data file size and size of file Zoc_cal array
calibration buffer were increased to account for size increased
data on additional column in Zoc_cal array. to hold
disk drive 2. CREATE BDAT and amplifying
CONTROL statements were information.
changed.
SUB Loads raw 1 . Add outer loop to account for
Raw_red_dat data and cal multiple scans now implemented.
data from 2. Repetitively set read pointer to
disk, reduces second element of each scan in raw
data and storesdata file.
on drive
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OPERATING THE ZOC-14 DAS PROGRAM
1. Start-up
Turn on HP6944A, CALSYS2000, ZOC Enclosures, HP3497A, HP3455A,
NF90, and HP9000.
Verify traverse assembly is in correct position for desired survey if applicable.
Also, ensure lead screw is lubricated to avoid motor stall.
From main menu shown type F7 and set time and date in the following format:
Time 10:25:45 (hours:minutes: seconds); Date 17 Dec 1992. If entries are correct
enter "Y" when prompted
Type F2 to enter HP6944A directory menu.
2. Calibration
From this menu type F2 again to calibrate individual transducers. 100PSID
transducers 1 and 2 are on ports and 4 of the signal conditioner. Set zero
calibration and then range scale calibration using test pressure. Set range to
one-half (1/2) actual test pressure for 100PSID transducers.
Type an out of range value in calibration menu to reenter HP6944A menu.
Type Fl to proceed to ZOC-14 Modules menu.
Ensure the nitrogen gas supply is connected to the CALSYS2000 and 90 psi is set
on the regulator.
CALSYS2000 regulators: Set the high, medium and low pressure regulators over
a range of pressures to be measured. If specific levels are known, set regulators
close to those levels.
WARNING: Do not over pressurize ZOC's that are not rated for the higher
pressures such as the 15PSID ZOC's.
CALSYS2000 verification: Select F4 from the ZOC Modules menu and verify
pressure settings.
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NOTE: This should always be completed when the CALSYS2000 is first
energized to ensure the RS-232C line is clear and ZOC's are initialized.
Type F2 to return to ZOC menu
3. SCAN_ZOC_06 Set Up
Type Fl to load and run "SCAN_ZOC_06". NOTE: HP6944A must be
energized to run this program.
An introduction screen is displayed which indicates the program is waiting for a
function key input. Function key options are listed at the bottom of the screen.
Typing Fl displays the introduction screen again. Typing F2 will display a menu
screen with same function key options listed at the bottom the screen.
NOTE: Typing F4 or F5 at this time results in an error.
Type F3 to supply set-up inputs to the program. All inputs are prompted and a
list of these inputs is provided below:
a. Input atmospheric pressure in psia.
b. Select data storage drive (0 is HFS hard drive ":,700,0" and 1 is LIF
floppy drive" :,700,1")
c. Select "Scan_type" as described in Table IX above. The
number of samples available is determined by this selection.
d. Select the number of samples based on selection of "Scan_type".
e. Select the number of ZOC's (1-3) for recording data.
f. Select the CALMOD assigned to each ZOC by entering 1 or 2 when
prompted, (currently only one is available).
4. Data Collection Preparations ("Final Checklist and P2/P1 Cascade")
Verify nitrogen is supplied to CALSYS2000 at 90 psi.
Verify wind tunnel is prepared for operation:
a. Back pressure valve is wide open.
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b. Control air is supplied to the pneumatic regulator valve.
NOTE: The next step is to type F4 for final preparations and checklist, but the
outcome will vary depending on Scanjype selected.
If Scan_type or 1 is chosen, type F4 prior to commencing wind tunnel
operations. This will provide a continuous display of tunnel pressure ratio.
If Scanjype 2 or 3 is selected, type F4 just prior to opening tunnel inlet valve by
coordinating with the operator. This will avoid placing probe in unsteady initial
tunnel flow and save run time by positioning probe in an expeditious manner.
WARNING: Probe motion is "hard-wired" into program. Ensure probe is
positioned such that current settings will not damage the probe or traverse.
5. Data Collection
When prompted, and when tunnel pressure ratio is at desired level, type F5 to
commence data collection. The HP9000 will display "Collecting raw pressure
data."
The HP9000 will display "Raw data collection complete. " and then store raw data
to the disk drive selected. At this time the wind tunnel can be secured if desired.
The HP9000 will also take and store raw calibration data at this time and display
all filenames for raw data and raw calibration data storage.
At this point there are several options available. Type F4 to repeat the previous
data run. Type F3 to reset program set up. Type F6 to reduce the current day
raw data, or F8 to exit program.
6. Data Reduction and File Listing
Typing F7 will list all current day data files on the storage drive. The program
prompts the user if copying files to the floppy drive (":, 700,1") is desired.
Type F6 to reduce current day raw data. It is recommended that all data be
reduced the day it is taken.
NOTE: Data reduction of large data files (multiple scans required for probe
surveys) takes several minutes.
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Type F8 to exit the program and return to the ZOC menu.
7. Data Analysis with READ_ZOC2
Typing F2 enters the program "READ_ZOC2" for data analysis.
A menu is displayed with various choices for data analysis. Typing Fl prompts
the user for the ZOC number, date (YMMDD) and run number from that day. It
then prompts the user for the storage drive where this data is saved (must be the
HFS hard drive or LIF floppy drive). This will read the reduced pressure and
calibration data from the files generated by "SCAN_ZOC_06".
NOTE: All other function key selections will result in an error before entering
the ZOC data (typing Fl).
Functions available by typing the function key shown are as follows:
Fl Read ZOC data stored on disk drives
F2 Save pressure data array in psia to an ASCII file
F3 Print pressure data to CRT or printer
F4 Plot P/Pt and Mach number distributions and print out P/Pt and Mach
number for multiple scans.
F5 Plot vertical displacement against probe pressures and calculate mass
averaged losses.
F8 Exit READ ZOC2
NOTE: ASCII file size is "hard-wired" into the program and must be changed
with a program edit.
The program is currently configured to read the first 25 ZOC ports into the arrays
for plotting surface pressure and Mach number distributions. Other distributions
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modified for traverse operations hy David IKi o
De^crtpllon! Application program to nperate Hi'C'M in (nil
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- (3) 500 III.- A/fl f'.Mrii nil B9 ,"'.'l,-\ >
(7) IMcjh Speed Memory C.-«rds i npr.n ,") | a )
- (I) ! trier- /Tfifpr Or .1 ( I II" ! fi '17. "I". A >
- (I) Counter- Card CIIPR9775A)
<l) HlScen CALSYS 7000 Cnl I lir .-i t 1 on M'.dulo
<3) 700-14 37 pr»r» Flnctruitl' IVe«".>ir n Cf-ninilr.ir| Modules
(4) VELMEX NF90 series stepping Motor control lei
1. flits proqrflM ut I I Ires up to three ( '• ) /o<: Modules -,|<u inq data
of each Zoc Into e seperate buffer H"mory fivst^M niPIJO 7'-\ I A ) .
2. COM /Names/ line end R0AI ft I <* ZI.H : J OUT I G 04 musl mat Hi for
tills proqrss to operate.
3. CALSYS2000 requires e short pertod to stnhlll.-e before reading
the pressure valves. The Pause for- statement nr»|n ( I | n" 4/0) ttils
watt period In seconds. Adjustment nf the variable mv he required
as additional Zocs nrn Integrated Into I h» (Into Acpii I s I H on System
4. CALSYS2B00 currently conf tg'ired fnr one (I) en I Ihrator .
program Is wr 1 1 1 en to operate one ( I ' nt Kin ( 7 ' ea
I
lbra tor
Buffer Memory! R553R IR-hlt data words In lirGP7'ltA per system
Timer? Maximum 32G76 counts for one IIPF9775A
Max speed of HP system Is Per tod-0. 000002 soc. or 500 III-.
CUM /lesscom/ INTEGER X(I:1I0B>
COM /Iess_heap/ Isss_heap< 1000 )
COM /Names/ Buffer I ,Adc1 .Ruf fer2 ,Adc2 .Puffer .5 ,Adc3 . I lmei
Conf iyure< "Manu_.off" , " Z0C_00NF FG_05" )


















ON KEY I I.ABEL "Intro"
ON KEY 2 I.ABEL "Key
ON KEY 3 LABEL "Set-up
ON KEY 4 LABEL "Data
GOTO Intro
Menu" GOTO Key menu
' GOTO Input
Preps" ROTO Beta prep
ON KEY 5 LABEL "Collect Data" GOTO Collect HM,.
ON KEY G LABEL "Reduce Osla" GOTO Reduce data
ON KEY 7 LABEL "List Copy" GOTO View Mies
ON KEY 8 LABEL "Exit" GOTO Finish
I
520 Inl llalize_apac: I ASSIGN MEMORY SPACF - '
530 Pause_for-l .5 I w> I * lime f"» CAI.«?VS200P stahl I tzntlo
n
540 I COM assigns calibration data array for 77 7nc po> "' * "'"I -> t .-uwl.-u d
550 COM /Zoc_dat/ REAL Zoc_cal I < 33 . 1 I ) BUFFFII . 7rr _r.n I 7( 77 , I I) BUM FR. Zoc.
33.11 ) BUFFER
5B0 COM /Stats/ REAL Pulse .Sampl e_number ,Pnuse_f or , IN1FRF.B C.tI nod 1 d< 3
)
IB 1 .Run.I trav
570 COM /Files/ Ft le$( t : 99
,
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Scans 1-3 Zoc-14 Modules simultaneously < 32 pressure mnslno po
Uses Zero Operate Calibrate < ZOC ) principal:"
- Collects raw pressure data (Zero Operate)"
- Collects calibration data (Calibrate)"
- Reduces and stores data on selected hard or floppy drive."
CALSYS2000 Calibration Module y;ed for the ref ereri'.-e pressure s
Raw pressure data reduced using calibration da t a rrom CA1.5YS200
and Zocs in the calibration mode."
Input variables: Hard and Floppy drive for rlrtta storar,]""
Sample frequency per port (1-50,000 Hz)'
Samples per Port (l-IM'.'l)"
Number of Zocs and thrir capacity"
NFS Files limited to 14 characters, LIT Files limited to 10 char.
Output files have a length of 10 char-actors to support l.IF files.
Hard drive format is HFS Files.













"Output f ileal Raw data -> ZW< Zoct X Date YNMDD X Run* )
"
Calibration >> 7C(Zoc«XDate YMMDD )( Runt )
Reduced data => ZR( Zoctt )( Hate YMHDO Mflunf )"




















Final checklist and P2/PI Cascade
Data Collection '
Data Reduction
List Files (Copy files to Floppy)








Figure CI. (cont) Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
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1150 PR INI
I I GO PRINT " Frit PR"
1170 I
I 1H0 r-OIII Hnlrl
ii nn i
1200 input:! (Nrui variables
1210 i
1220 I c-ono array initialization and riMF.DAlE •nln»
12.30 i
1240 MA ( 7oc_col I- (0 )
1250 Mm! 7oc. cal.2* (0)
I2G0 NAT Zoc_cal3» (0)
1270 MAT Fi Int.- ( "-" )
1280 Date$=FNDateS< TIMEOATE)
1290 i
1300 i •»• • '




1350 PRINT "Systen Set-up."
I3G0 PRINT
1370 INPUT "Input the Atrcospher 1 1: Preosura In I'M A : ". I' _-i • n
1380 I
1380 I Hard drive or LIF floppy election
U00 I
1410 INPUT "Select Hard drive for- storing data <0~:,700 I - : , ."00 , I ) ",1V
1420 IF Drv-0 THEN
1430 Uata_drive»-" ! ,700.0"
1440 FLSF
1450 [Jata„drlveS»" : ,700,1"
14G0 ENU IF
14 70 !
14 80 I Further inputs
1490 !
1500 INPUT "Enter data sampling rate ( 1 -SBMIr ): " ,Hr
15 I PRINT "Data acquisition ra t e :" i TART 50 h Hr ; " II?"
1520 I





1580 PRINT "Enter the type of scan desired."
1580 PRINT
1G00 PRINT "0 for a single scan."
1610 PRINT "1 for a Multiple scans."
1G20 PRINT "2 for LOWER BLADE survey."
IG30 PRINT "3 for MIDDLE BLAOE survey."
1G40 PRINT





1SG0 PRINT "The scan type 1 a I " i TAB( 50 > i Scan_t ype
1G70 I


















































"You have chosen the multiple scans option.
"The number of scans chosen Mill rJe. t arm i rie
"number of samples per port as 1 02 1 /Itscans
.
"Number of scans desired! " , I tra\
the r\r\-
The scans desired is : " iTAB(50 )« I trav
The man number of samples per port:" TAR( r;0 ): I0.TJ/ f lr.iv
I trav-1
INPUT "Number of samples per port (1-1021): " ,Sanpl<s_riu




















Samp 1 e_number« 1
I ncrement I 000
CA5F ELSE
BEEP




'Number of samples per port
'Number of samples per port
,
Sanp 1 e _ritii*»ber
t TARf 50 ) : Somp I a_nijmbt»i
1RY AGAIN" *
ZOCS AND CALMOD COMBINATION UTILI7ED
Mu 1 t 1 proqramer " , 2 oc_ number
"
t TAB( 50 ) I Zoc_number
INPUT "Number of Zoc's connected to
PRINT "Number of Zocs to be scanned!
Cal_mod_l d< )-Zoc_number





CALL Flle( I )



















2270 Pulse-Perlod/Z IRulse length of HPG973HA tr lager slqnal
2280 I
Figured, (con!) Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
for Zoc S3 (Enter I or 2 ) '
ss
7290 PRINT "TotM raw data acquisition t i n» : " ; 1 AP< r "-0 ) i J t rav «f>r i nd" Sar-ip le ntinbo
r • 3 1 i " rcc. "
2300 PRINT "Total calibration data acquisition H n« :"j f AR( <-n > : ' -r > n, !•',«." I M / Pr>
USP_f or > I " it . "
?. 3)0 r r t 'j i
.^T70 PRINT "ll.dn Flnragn disc- - " t P/i \ a rji'lvv*
233M f'IMIM "Mala wtl! be pt"r"d in Hip Fn ) 1 m.n nq fiir- bpatuninti nth I. in «"iRn
n
;? ~4« rn imt
2350 TOR l-| TO /oc.nnnhrr
Z3G0 l-< [ - I )*
3
2370 PRIN1 "Raw data file: " ; F i I -=•*' Imh. ..I • M
"1180 PRINT "Calibration rla*? file: " : r i I - r ' I'. in . M ' )




2430 DISP "Select E4 ( <»y to bpain data nqufnitinn"
2440 GOTO Hold
24 50 I
2460 Uala prpp: I PREPARE TOR OAT A f:(jl I I r 1 I MN
2470 C| FflR SCREEN
2480 PRINT "Uata Collection PrfperaUon."
2490 PRINT
2500 i
Zr, 1 5) i , . .
,
2520 I ERROR TRAP IF MO INITIAL PROGRAM SETTINGS f.'OMPI E Tf"|l
2530 i •»•«
2540 I
2050 IF Rnn-0 THEN
2560 PRINT "Program not initialised for da I a --o 1 I ~- M mi . "





2620 i FINAL CHECKLIST PRIOR TO STARTING MA I A ROM
2R30 I
2640 i
2650 PRINT "ChecP list:"
2GG0 PRINT " - HiScan CALSYS2000 on-line."
2G70 PRINT " - CALM00 supply line valve Is OPEN ( on bach -if UAITm S2000 >"
2G80 PRINT " - CALSYS2000 (Nitrogen) pressure source nl 90 psi"
2690 I
2700 I ................
2710 i PLACING TRAVERSE IN INITIAL LOCATION HERF
2720 |.... ...... ...... • • •
2730 I
2740 IF Scan_typa<2 THEN 5l-.lp_lraverse
2750 PRINT
2760 PRINT " - The Probo traverse is now nov inn In i I. -, Initial position."
2770 PRINT
2780 I
2790 DIM IravcndSf I I
2800 Sc2-I0 'Snlec* code Tor 2nd ?rr i.->l nnl
2810 ASSIGN QTrnversc 10 Sc2 "Assign a path ! " the nci lal cud
2820 CONTROL Sc2
.
1 4 i 30
2830 OUTPUT (STraversej "FN" 'Place stepping no I or on line
2840 I
2850 IF Scan_type-2 THEN
Figure CI. (cent) Program "SCAN Z( )( ' 06"
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ZHR0 OUIPUT PTravBrsei"C ,SINIZ00,I IN.35500 ,R" 'iniJH' BLADE l r-n>'/>,-,#-
2870 flVF
.'HflW OUTPUT BTrnversei M C .S1MI200
,
1 I MFJTtOPlW ,1!" miDI'ir R| AUF Tr-flvet«s<«
7R90 END IP
2900 I
2910 Pre_.nosi I : '
-'20 FNTFR 0!r«voM » USING " « ,-K " •, Travcnti* UJ«ce>ve nH-nnwI-Hon rVr>N stepper
2930 IT TrovcndfBO " A " THEN Pre posit I If •"> re'-«lpl. I ry aanln,
29-10 IOUTPUT PTrflversei"X"
2950 I FMI RR BTrnvRrse USING "1»,80";Pre pos
29R0 i
2370 i
2900 S^ ip Icivtip: i
2990 l
3000 i . . .
30i0 • mi r iai 17F calmod herf
3020 i • • • •
'030 I
5040 print
3050 PP1N1 " You will here the CALMOIK 9 > nynlr wliiln I* IniliM".."
30G0 PRINI
3070 i
3UO0 CONTROL 9,5|3 i Set DM' 5. IMS to fir M •/«< for f-ALSY5Z000
3090 OUTPUT UtUALS( I >t "IC" jCHR"M 13>iFNDI fnltinll.-e Ulthraloi nrwlule it I
3100 OUTPUT 9iUAl_*<2 >i"IC" |CHRS< I3)iENU' IniHalirr p..t I ibrnlor rruinl" it r
3110 WAIT Pause_for ' Allow OAI 5YS2000 to set /'---•
3120 I
3130 I « «
3140 (STEADY STATE P2/P1 ROUTINE HERE
3150 • • » • '
31G0 l
3170 DI5P "Monitor Pratio .ind select F5 to -,Urt d-tl* ^nulMtinn."





3220 I Initialize devices
3230 Uacu-709
3240 Dvn-720
3250 ASSIGN PDacu TO Dacu
32G0 ASSIGN 0Dvm TO Dv«
3270 ASSIGN I ns t rumeot 9 TO Dvn .P^cn
3280 CLEAR GlnetruMents




3310 Rat lo_loop: I










3420 PRINT " P2 "," PI " , "Pratio"
Figured, (cont) Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
90
34.30 PRINT P2 .f'l .Prat in
3440 RM|0 f'fltl n loon
34 50 l







3520 for i-t in 5
3530 MUGGER OHvm
3540 ENTER POvmiP stdv
3550 Total-fotal+P sidy
3550 NEX1 I






(Scaled ("or 1(^0 p«=fd IranadncPr
JRI0 CLEAR ©Instruments
3G20 ASSIGN ODacu TO •
3G30 ASSIGN BOvn TO •








3720 ASSIGN OOacu TO • IDoa I locate paths used In '*tdy stale r*ad sy3
3730 ASSIGN PDvm TO »
3740 ASSIGN Pins trunent a TO •
3750 I
37G0 |f .......... ..,..
3770 I ERROR TRAP IF NOT INITIALIZED
37G0 | •
3790 IF Run=0 THEN
3B00 PRINT "Progran not initialized for data collection."











3920 PRINT "Collecllnq raw pressure data."
3930 Count-Samp I c_number • 32 ' Sal Count an function "f sample number
3940 I nnri number nf port rr**wllnc|S < .32 J on
3950 I Zoc for- raw data coll art inn.
39G0 I
3970 I The scan loop for all scan lype3 is here
3980 I
3990 FOR Iscan=l TO Itrav
Figured, (cont) Program "SCAN_ZOC_U6"
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•1000 CAf I r.,-.-,ri ;ocs( Count ,Pu1sf»
,
Hcfinl i i'n|i.,i , -,,,, ,!,-.».. i ,, t (1 n.--, ,, v p: v ^ tori
10 10 IT Scan typnM AN!) Iscnn Mnv UHN RHSlip |, -,.... -„
1020 mi xi ivr.-m
1040 i
<iwr>fi if rw,m i vp»< 7 nun i i m-
40G0 PRINT "7-ro-Jnq Iravcps? -wwl Inline: "• *.»-rM» ' " r l rw»<-.i "' I iw
'in/o dim put i?irflvcrn(!i "c .siMiooo
,
1 1 no ,p"
•10IJ0 0UTPUI p | r^vsrse I "0"
1090 ASSIGN Blr-r»ver5G Ml •
4 100 El 50!! I
1110 I
4 170 PRINT




4 1R0 GOTO Raw d*to_xfer
4 170 I » •
4IR0 I TRAUERSF OPERATIONS POR "HI HEX NFS0 STEPPING MOTOR PONrpnilPR
4 130 I « . . . .
4 700 Travwroa s i
47 10 SFI POT Scan type
4220 CASE 2
4230 OUTPUT ©Traversal "C .S1M1Q00 ,1 1H-I000 ,P
4740 CASE 3
4750 OUTPUT PTraveraet "C.B1MJ0O0.I IM-1000 .R'
4 7G0 END SELECT
4 7 70 I
4280 Posi I : '
4710 ENTER ©Traverse USING " * ,-l< " » Tr»vrntW
4300 IP Trnvcnd?< N THEN Pnii t
43 10 IJATT
4320 I OUTPUT ©Traverser*"




4370 Rau_clata_xf«r: I TRANSFER RAU DATA FN MEMOP't SYSTEM TO HARM DISC
43R0 PRINT
4 3S0 I
4400 FOP Zoc_ca<)e=l TO Zoc_nuril)er I Collect raw data, reduce dal" and
44I0 SELECT 7oc_casB I and store r "duce dat* in hfird drive
44Z0 CASE 1
4430 CALL Rnw_dnt(Ruf for-1 ,1 )
4440 CASE 2
4450 IF Run -I THEN
44G0 Run-Run-
I
4 4 70 FND IF
4400 CALL Rmo._daUBuf fer2 .2 >
4490 CASE 3












,7Ci ft,- 1 i,i i ,.-.): t cmirtRAnnn ret-up
4580 i Ca 1 I brut inn data jirray far* r»acli Zee: J n-\ m\ ' '<.' , I I '
4 590 I F nrnll !
1C00 I rr.r pnt-li l"l In r;
4 F; 1 PI I [) ow p)
_
rolunn (1; (VrlnH
4G70 I I'm, i , column I: Snwp I «» number
4 f) ."» I Pni.j 0, column ? : Zo r "
4G40 I I'nw (1, column ."5: Calibrator mnrin I r. in ' 1 • 'Hi •.»-. i 7 P. •« I >
4850 I Row 0: _ fill MM Ml 7.0 PI I'M Ml 'nrf-.-inr" I l<.i . '
1660 I Rnu 0-3, column II: ci';mi t w'" . l f ' • . ' ""' """" ' .'' ' ' r '
4870 i Row i: ft() fll A2 A3 MM till Nl 7fl PI I'M I'M < I ^ -••-.-« r .pi-"!" wllO
4 880 I |_S cop f are L ?89 ( Sruiai"" curve fit r "r> f f , . Mi j r it nrHrw |m I vnnm i a 1 .
4G90 •
47oo rnini
4710 PRINT "Collecting calibration data."
4720 REAL. CalK I 120) ,Cal2( 1120) ,Cnl3( I 120)1 fa I tbr-aH »n data ?nr/iv
4730 Igcnri"! .0
4740 Count-=32«5 ' Sot count. In collect '-a 1 Ihra t Ion data
4750 l
47G0 MAT Zoc_cal1-» (0)
4770 MAT Zoc._cal2« (0)
4700 MAT Zoc_cal3« (0)
4790 Zoc_cal 110,0 >»Period
4800 Zoc_calt<0,1 l-Sanpl e^number
4810 Zoc_cal 1(0,2 )»1
4820 Zoc_ca) 1(0,3 )-Cal _mod_ ld( I )
4 830 Zcc_cM 1 (0 ,1 I J-Scan type
4840 7oc_ cat I ( 1 ,1 1 ) = 1 trav
4850 Zoc ..call <2
,
1 I >• Increment
4080 Zoc_c-jIK3,I 1 )»P„atn
4870 Zoo_ceil2<0 ,0)-Periori
4880 Zoc_cfl 1 7 ( , 1 l^Saeip le._nufnber
4890 Zoc_cal2<0,2 >-=2
4 900 7oc_ca I Z< ,3 )--Cal. mod i <)( 7 >
4910 Zoc_cal2<0,1 I )«5can_typa
4920 Zoc_.calZ< 1,11 )-Ttrav
4 930 7oc_ca 1 7( 2 , I 1 Hlnerenen
t
4900 Zoc_cal2( 3 , 11 )-P .itm
49^0 Zoc_cnl3<0 ,0 1-Perlod
4980 7oc_cal3(0,l >°Sanp le_nufiber
4970 Zoc_cal3(0,2 )«3
4 980 Zoc_cal3(0 ,3 )»Ca 1 _mod 1 d( 3 )
4990 Zoc_.caI3( . I I )"Scan_type
f.000 Zoc_.cal3< 1,11 >-I trav
5010 Zoc_cal3( 2,11 J--* Increment
5020 Zoc_ca 13(3.1 I >-P_atri
5030 '
5040 Collecl__cal_dat : I COLLECT RAU CALIBRATION MAIM
5050 I
5080 I Collect raw calibration data For each CAI .SYS2000 r-etllnn.
5070 FOR Index-I TO 7
5080 CALL Cal2000< Comnand_mod»$( Index ), Index )
5090 CALL Scan_70cs< Count .Pulse . I scan )
5100 FOR Zoc._case=l TO Zoc_number
51 10 SEI ECT 7oc_cose
5120 CASE 1
5130 Input_rblock(C1iif fcrl ,Cal I ( » ) , 160 , < Index- 1 ) ' I G0+I )







50 Input__rblock(Buf Fer2 ,Cal2( » > , IG0 ,( I rids* -I >« IE0H )
S »G0 CASE 3
5170 Inpul rblocHBuf fer3,Ca!3' » ) , IB0 , ( Index- 1 >» IR0H i
5IB0 END SFI FTT





5220 i Store collected calibration data
5230 FOR Zoc._cane-l TO Zoc_nu«ber
5240 SELECT Zoc_case
5250 CASE I
52G0 GALL Cal_dat<Cal I ( • ) ,Zoc_call < « )
)
5270 CAPE 2
52G0 CALL Cal__dat<Cal2< • ) ,Zoc_cal2( » ) )
5290 CASE 3










5590 OUTPUT 9iUAL$< I h "IC" iCHR»( t3>t(=ND! Initial ire Calibrator module »1
5400 OUTPUT 9iUALS<2 )i "IC" tCHRS( 13 >iENOi Initialize Calibrator nodule »2
54 10 PRINT
5420 PRINT "•»• Secure Calibrator pressure valve lo conserve Mitroqen •»•"
5430 PRINT
5440 PRINT "CALSYS7000 Calibration nodes and pressures (in Up):"
5450 Fmtl:IMAGE / .SX ,K
, I 0X ,K , I 0X ,K . 1 0X ,K
54E0 PRINT USING Frit I t "Mode" , " Zoc II", "Zoc 82", "Zoc 83"
5470 Fmt2: IMAGE GX ,K
,
I 0X ,30 . 40 ,8X .3D . 4U ,BX ,3L> . 40
5400 FOR 1-4 TO 10
5490 PRINT USING Fnt2lCamnand_modeS< 1-3 ) .Zoc_cal l< , 1 ) ,Zoc_ca 12<0 , 1 ) ,Zoc._cal3
(0,1)
5500 NEXT I
5510 OISP "Select F4 for another data run, or FB to reduce data"
5520 GOTO Hold
5530 I
5540 Reduce_data: I REDUCE DATA AND STORE ON HARD DPIUE
5550 I Routine loads raw and calibration data from storage drive, reduces the
5560 I data, and stores the data to the storage drive.
5570 I
5580 CLEAR SCREEN
5590 PRINT "Calibration and Rau data reduction and storage."
5G00 PRINT
5GI0 IF Run-0 THEN
5G20 INPUT "Enter the date of data for reduction ( YMMOU ): " ,Da te*
5S30 INPUT "Number of Zoc's connected lo Mu It 1 -oropr?nep" ,Zoc number
5640 INPUT "Select data storage drive (0-:,700 I = : ,700 , 1 >" ,Drv rase
5G50 SELECT Drv_case
5G60 CASE
5670 Data_drive*-" J .700,0"
5680 CASE 1
5G90 Data_drlve$-": ,700,1 "
5700 END SELECT




5730 Mrt[ Fl let* ( "-" )
5740 FOR Zoc_case=l TCI Zoc_nunber 'Assign fil^s from storage to rileJ(»)
5750 SELECT Zoc..c^e
5760 CASE 1
5770 CALL File_scan< I )
5780 CASE 2
5790 CALL Fl le_scan<2 )
5800 CASE 3




5850 PRINT "Current files on storaqe disc 'i!).-<tfi drivels" for date "iltatel;
58E0 PRINT
5870 FOR Rn-1 TO Run
5880 FOR Zn™! TO Zoc_nunher
5890 FOR I-l TO 3
5900 PRINT USING "3X ,K
,
»
" i E 1 1 c$( Rn , ( 7n- I ) " 3 M )
5910 NEXT I





5970 FOR Run_rcd-I TO Run I Reduce data routine.
5980 FOR Zoc_case-l TO Zoc_number
5990 SELECT Zoc_case
6000 CASE I
G010 CALL Raw_red_dat< I ,Run_red )
G020 CASE 2









6120 OISP 'Select F3 reinitialize set-up for data collection, or m to Exit"
6130 60T0 Hold
6140 I
6150 Vlew_fllesJ I UIEU FILES ON STORAGE DRIVE
6160 I Routine loads files from storage drive and displays file tianes.
6170 !
6180 CLEAR SCREEN
6190 PRINT "List Raw, Calibration and Reduced data files."
6200 PRINT
6210 IF Data_reduced-I THEN Prlnt_ftles
G220 IF Run-0 THEN
G230 INPUT "Enter the date of data for for reduction ( YMMUO ) ' " ,Oate*
G240 INPUT "Number of Zoc's connected to Mu I t i-propraner" ,7oc_nuwber
G2S0 INPUT "Select data storage drive <0=:,700 I = : ,700 , 1 >" ,Drv .case
6260 SELECT Drv_case
6270 CASE




G300 Uata_.driveS-" : ,700 , 1 "
G3I0 r 'ID SELECT
G320 END IT
6330 Prlnt_f i les: I
B340 PRINT "Data storage drive nine = "lOala ririv-t
B350 I
63R0 MAT Fl let- ( "- " )
G370 FOP Zoc_case»t TO Zoc_number 'Assign file*; fron dnt-.->nn to Ftle$<">
G380 SELECT /oc_case
R390 CASE I
G400 CALL File_scan( I )
G4I0 CASE 2
6420 CALL Fi le_scan(Z )
G430 CASE 3





G490 PRINT "Current files on storage disc for dale "jDale*
G500 PRINT
G510 FOR Rn°l TO Run (Print the Hies listing on the
G520 FOR Zn~l TO Zoc__nufnber I des t ann I fl storage drive.
G530 FOR I-! TO 3
G540 PRINT USING " 3X ,K
,
t " i F 1 1 e$( Rn , < Zn- I) • 3-t I )
G550 NEXT I




GG00 IF 0rv_case<2 THEN
GGI0 INPUT "Do you want to copy files fron the Hard drive to Floppy? < 0»No 1-
Yes )' ,Copy_h_.to_f
R620 IF Copyji_to_f«0 THEN End_view
6630 ON ERROR GOSUB Vleu_errcr
S640 PRINT
GG50 PRINT "WARNING: Any duplicate existing file' on Hie Floury will be cople
d over I "
GGG0 PRINT ICopy the riles fron the designated
GG70 FOR Rn«=l TO Run I hard drive to the fl oppv drive.
6580 FOR Zn=»l TO Zoc_nunber
6690 FOR 1=1 TO 3
G700 FJ*-Flle*<Rn,(Zn-1 >»3+I >
6710 COPY Fi$&Date_drive$ TO Fi*&" : ,700 . 1
"
G720 IF FtSO"-" THEN











6840 CASE 5G "File does not exist, then continue.



























































IRnturn to ! i,,n fol Im.iinq COPY
I (li.ipl 1 cs t p f t 1 " e \ i s t mi Hip f I oppv
I f hpn piirQ" Mir- Hup f I I r , r e I run to























I Function to return todays date for input Into flip nanei
UEF FN0ate<8( Seconds )
Jul lan«=Seconda OIU RG400- I 72 1 I 1
9
Year-(4»Julian-1 ) DIU 1 4G097
Julian»<4»Julian-l ) MOD 146097
Day-Julian DIU 4
Jullan-(4tDay+3) DIV 1461
Day-(4»Oay+3) MOD 1 46
f
Day-<Day+4) DIU 4
Month-<5»0ay-3) DIU 153 ' Month
Day-(5»Day-3) MOD 153
Day-(Day+S) DIV 5 ! Day























I Subroutine to build Pile names as required by Run nunber f nr a specified






































and aislgn existing flies to the I ilef matrix.
5U8 File! Zn )
CUM /Stats/ PEAL Pulse ,SampIe_.ntjmber ,Pause__f or
,
INIFGER Ca| nod id(3>.Dat
.
I tray
COM /Files/ Ft le?< • ) .Data drtv-S
DIM DatH..dIscl«t23J ,Dato_.dlsc2*[23] .IJata di:>o 3*1 23 1
ON ERROR GOTO Error
,!-( Zn-I )«3
slgn_f 1 le: I
Fllel=0
Pata._f I lel**"ZU"&UAI.*< 7n >f,L)a te$rVVAL$( Run »
0ata_dlscl$™0ata.. f l le l$RUata._drive*
ASSIGN PCheck_path1 TO Dnta_dlscl* I Crier:! fm Fwfstanoe nf 7U .
Fl le«(Run
. J «- 1 )-l3ata_f i 1 e 1 $ m^mn 7W_ lo (Mirl/.
Ft lei -I IF lag to ID file exists.
I
Ftle2=0
Data_f lle2$«"ZC"&UAL$< Zn )&0a te$&UAL$< Run )
Data_dioc2$-0ata_f t le2$&Data_dr 1 ve$
ASSIGN 9Cheal<_path2 TO 0ata_dlsc2$ "Check for extstance of
Fl lo*(Run,J+2 )-0ata_f lle2$ (Assign ZC_ to matrix.
Flle2-I I riar.) to ID f i le exists
I
Uata_f Ue3S-"ZR"&UAL$< Zn )&Uate*&UAL$< Run
)
Dala_dlsc3*-Data_f 1 Ie3$i0a t a_drl veJ
ASSIGN f?Check_path3 TO Data_dlsc3S
Fl le*(Run,J+3 )-Dat a_f 1 1 e3S
I
Run«Run+l
ASSIGN (?Chnck_path1 TO •
A5SIGN 0Check_path2 TO •
ASSIGN 0Check_peth3 TO «




ex 1 5 t an co
to matri
of 7R
I If 7W exist, r»-n5JQH Run II
7740 Error: I Subroutine If ERROR'SG , files
ICIiecl storage dl?r aaaln.
donot e r 1 s t for Run find Zoc




I dele to ZU




7790 IF Ft lel-0 THEN Fin
7800 IF Fl lel-l THEN
7810 IF Flle2=0 THEN
7820 ASSIGN 0Check_pathl TO •
7830 PURGE Oata_dlscl$
7840 ELSE
7850 Run«Run+l IF lie ZU
78r,0 END IF 'and conl
7870 END IF
7880 ASSIGN 0Check_path1 TO •
7890 ASSIGN <?Check_path2 TO •
7900 ASSIGN @Check_path3 TO •
7910 GOTO Asslgn_flle
7920 Fin: I
7930 ASSIGN PCheck_path1 TO •
7940 ASSIGN 0Check_pa t h2 TO •
7950 ASSIGN PCheek_path3 TO •
7960 Data_f 1 1 e2S-" ZC"iUAL$( Zn )&0o t e'SRVAL* < Run )
7970 Data_f He3*-"ZR"iUAL*( In )&Ua t e$&VALS( Run )






i * t s , t here fore
i <j t , s t ep Run
7W to ma l r I
'


















Fi )e*(Run ,Jf2 )»«Dala_f llc2$ ICreat" /' in miri
Pi !B*(nun ,J+3 >-0ata_H le3S Insslqn T.W to natrl:
SUBf-wi
I .
I Subroutine to operate the HFFi94 4A Mul f l-prnqnrwer
SIJ0 Soari.7ocs(Colint .Fulse.I'.can)
f or srann t rig /oc'i
COM /Numbs/ Bufferl ,Adcl .BufferZ ,Adc2,Buffe
Wat t_t ime=Count*'2*Pul9e-t 10.0
I ol t< IlMCr )
5el_t ineoi.it < Ti ner ,Wal t t Inn )
Set.,_count( Timer .Count )
Set__period( Timer ,Pul ae
)
IF IscanM THEN Maintain. _pol nt
Ini KBuffer! )
r\'i. 3.1i mei-
1 Set T 1 n«r i.ia i t I |i»ip li 4-to 'ipcs.
1 initial)?!* I I n?r s y 5 t en
' Sot P^use for period of sees.
I Spt Count minher Into 1 lnfir
I Spt finer' pnlsn length in sees.
i If prunnltto'l th"n don't reset pointer
1 Initialize Puffer for data nlorogn




Ual l_for< Tlner )
SUBENO
1 Start data iiinpl" r.<
1 Data samples stored
ll?rll on






8210 I Subroutine to collect raw pressure data from Memory
8220 I onto tha hard drive for future data reduction.
B230 SUB Raw_riat(Buf f ,Zn)













COM /Files/ File«< » ) ,Oata_drlveS I Data Flip listing for 89 runs.
ON ERROR GOTO Error
INTEGER Raw_data< 32672 ) BUFFER " Integer raw data buffer for 32*102!
I data samples. Inteqer format for
! mlnlnun transfer tine to storage.
DIM Data_dlsc*f 251
1 1 = 1 trav
Sn^Samp 1 e_number




Data_f ile*-Flle*(Run,(Zn-1 )»3+t ) l Raw data file
Data_dlscS-Data_f i le$&Uata_dr i ve$















ASSIGN eOata_path TO Oata_.dlsc$ I Assign path to hard drive
ASSIGN f?Buf fer_path TO BUFFER Raw_data< • ) tFORMAT OFF
Input_lblock(Buf f ,Raw_data< • ) ,It»Sn«32H «It ,1 > • Load data samples
•PRINTER IS 702
IPRINT Raw_dala< • )
IPRINTER IS CRT
I
Block print raw data for »?nt
CONTROL 8Buf far_path,4i32»2»It»Sn + 2Mt
TRANSFER eBuffer_path TO 6>Data_path
ASSIGN BBuf fer_path TO •
ASSIGN POata_path TO •









• Close buffer when full
I Iransfer data Uata_dlsc
7oc*")/ni", storage drive file " I
Figured, (cont) Program MSCAN_ZOC_06"
99
8'5G0 tr RRPM-R4 TURN I (>,,„ , »
«
P ,„„» , n „ , ,,,!(,„,
8570 Run-Riin+I l m„|I| p | :, h , | ,, r ,„, s ,., ,ii,~ M t f t -, .-,
0500 pai i. nif.( 7n> i , 0,1,, -» (rM ,.
os^o run ir
BG00 GOTO Asslgn_f i In
8fi I r I n : I
RGZ0 SUREND
Pf;.lf) i
P1R40 i 5ubroi.it ine controls oalibralton rinrle *nd r "*if-. pr«ar«iir-9 fr»n ir^-.'.nr p
OG50 I Standard Into Zoc_cal(»> arrnv.
RRR0 SUB Cal2000<C:omf<iandS,I )
0F.70 COM //'f,': dat/ RFAI. lor cnlK't RlirfFP ;.,r nl.'('i PurffP 7 aJV«' (till
PER




OG90 HIM Pr«SSUre$(5] I I'»i|hm
-H In \nn,\ d.it.-l if.r-o.iri
R700 OUTPUT 9iUAl_*( 1 >i Command* tCHRff I3):FHP • ^i- r.-«Hhr*toi it i ne»de
9710 OUTPUT C||imi.S< 2 )iCor<imand'Si(:ilR*( 11 MENU I '-i~* « r-.x I (brain, 117 mode
8720 UAJ T Pause„for i nilm.i ( Al SV92000 »• -.tahlllra
0730 TOR K-1 T) Cal_nodjd<0> I Prjad r:nl S yqpnpo r-.-,| nrnsn
0740 SFI FCT K
0750 CASE I
0760 OUTPUT gtUfU<MCal_nor| ld( I ) h "RP" iCHRSi I i ):FI1I1
8770 EN1FR 9 USIN6 "• .S0.5DESZZ ,K" » Zoc_cel I <
,
1 13 ) .Fressur ~S
0780 CASE 2
8710 OUTPUT 9«UAL*(Cal_mod_ld<2)>r , RP"iCMR$( 13>iFUr)
8800 EN1FR 9 USING "• .io.SDESZZ ,K " i Zoc_cal2< , P 3 > .Pressure*
H810 CASE 3
8820 OUTPUT 9»UAL$(Cal_mod_ld(3) )|"RP"|CHR*( 13 >«EMD
8830 ENTER 9 USING "t .SD.SUESZZ ,K" i Zoc_oa 13< , 1*5 > .Pressur r,$
8840 FNO SELECT
9850 NEXT K
R8G0 [F I<*3 THEN I Account fnr positive |ir«Bvjre) n^d







8930 I Subroutine stores calibration data collected from Memor-v Syt««m and
R940 i CAI.SYS2000 calibration pressure data onto tba hard drive.
8950 ' Zoc_cal_ Is then stored onto the hard driv».
89R0 SUB Cel_dat<REAL Cal ( • ) ,Zoc_cal( » ) RUFFFR )
8970 COM /Stats/ REAL Pul se .Samp I e_number ,Pau«;c_ for , I IITFRER Cal. nod ld(3).Pat
e* .Run
, I trav
0980 COM /Files/ F lletl • ) .Da t a_dr I ve* I Data file Idling for rH r.,n«.
8990 I
9000 I Converting Cal(«) to Zoc_cal<»)
9010 FOR J»4 TO 10 I Cal runi: IJM ,UM , NL , 70 , 1'l .PH. fll
9020 FOR I-l TO 32 I Zoc ports per calibration run
9030 FOR K»0 TO 4 I Number of -;emnles per run
9040 Zoc _cal< I .J >-Zoc._cal< I , J ) + Ca I < I H< »32 M J -4 ) • I R0 )
9050 NEXT K




9100 I Transfer calibration data to hard drive.
9110 ON FRROR GOSUR PurQe_file
9120 DIM Uata dtsc1t231 I Define strln-i for data f i 1 e name













Zn-Zoc _ca I ( ,2 > ! Defiri" Inr. number
Uata_f 1 lo*-Fl l«.*(Run,< Zn-I )«3 + 2 > • Calibration data rile
Oala_disc*-Oata_f t le*ftDa t a_drl va*
CREATE BOAT Data_dl set ,33 ,8« 1 2 I Creole F10A1 file of I7«f) hyte
ASSIGN POata.palh TO Data.disc* ' Assign path to hard drive
ASSIGN ©Buf fer_path TO RUFFFR Zoc_cal < « > » FORMA I OFF
CONTROL PBuf fer_path ,4iB« I 2*33 ISet data file length
TRANSFER PBuffer_path TO 0Uata_pe t h I S I ore ca) data or, hard drive
ASSIGN POuf fer .path TO
ASSIGN PDala_path TO •
PRINT "Cal lbrat ion data Run*
1 fioip path
1 Close pa i h
I Run i "
,




9250 Purge_f 1 le: I
92G0 IF ERRN-54 THEN













































Subroutine loads raw and calibration data from * he storao,o drive,
reduces the data, and stores the data onto the storage drive.
Calibration data Is reduced using the Leas* Squares Ourve fit to obtain
coefficients for a third-order polynomial, 'ho raw pressure data is
reduced using these coefficients.
Buffer arrays are replaced with standard array? for data manipulation.
Utilization of Buffers and the TRANSFER routine result? in lost of the
first several data bytes when data is transferred from floppy media to
the buffer; Utilization of OUTPUT, ENTER, and arrays results in no
data lost with floppy media. Hard disc media worts well with either
data manipulation technique using buffers or standard arrays.
SUB Raw_red_dat(Zn,Rn)
COM /Names/ Buf f er 1 .Adc 1 ,Buf f erZ ,Adc2 ,Buf f er3 , Adc3 , T 1 mer
COM /Stats/ REAL Pulse ,Sample_number ,Pause._f or , INTEGER Cal_mod_td( 3 ) ,Dal
] ,Run ,1 trav




Data_f lle28-File*<Rn,<Zn-l >#3+1 )
Uata_file3S-Flle*<Rn,<Zn-l )»3+3>
I Data file listing for 99 runs.
I Cal ibrat i on data file
I Raw data file name
I Reduced data file name
! Continue if Reduce data file
I doe snot e k i s t .
I




IF Data_f UelS-"-" THEN








Data dlscl$«Data fllaU&Data drive*
Zocit " i Zn
REAL Zoc_cal<32,1 I )
I
Data reduci ioni 1
lArrav to handle calibration data



























































PRINT "Data reduction: RiinS " I Rn i 'orl " s h
ASK TON PITata pathl in Oata .dlsclSiFOHtlAI W I
fNlin 0Onta_patM iZoc. cal( • > ILoflri raw r n 1 (brat ton rMia Into arrny
ASSIGN Pl)ata_path1 TO •
i
Calibration data reduction usinq Least Squnr-fi Pn I ynomi rial fitttna.
f?EAL A<3,3) ,B<3> ,C(3 >,Supi_x(6 ) ,A_inv<3 ,3 >l l"a*1 Squpr-R reduction Array fl




FOR J«« 1- TO 6 i Pou t i n« I. n reduce indiv j dua I por t r ^ i
FOR 1-4 TO 10 I data into elements to a newer • )
Sun_y ( J )-Sutn_x< J >kZoc_cal(K ,1 ) ' J
tJEXT I
NEXT J
FOR 1-0 TO 3
FOR J-0 TO 3





Derive C arrayFOR J-0 TO 3
FOR 1-4 TO 10
C( J )-C< J )+Zoc_cal(K ,1 >"J»Zoc_cal(0,I )
NEXT I
NEXT J
MAT A_lnv- INU< A )
MAT 0= A inv«C I 9 array Is matrix of Least Square
coefficients s0,al,a2,& a.3 for polynomial
equation fittlnq calibration data for a
specified port
Collect Least Square coefficients
Zoc_cal(K ,0)-B(0> (Coefficient a0
Zoc_cal(K ,1 )-B( I ) (Coefficient al




ASSIGN 90ata_path( TO 0ata_dl ac I * tFORMAT Off
OUTPUT PData_pathl iZoc_cal< » ) IStore reduced calibration data
ASSIGN B0ata_path1 TO •
I
PRINT "Calibration data reduced and transferred to "iData f i 1 o I
«
I
I Recover raw data, convert to real, reduce then store in blocks
I of samples <32*ports scanned per block )»Itrav
I
Itrav-Zoc_cal( 1,11)
Sn-Zoc_cal(0,1 ) • Sanp 1 e number
.
Figured, (cont) Progranr ,SCAN_ZOC_06'*
102
10270 ALLOCATE INTEGER Data_.tnteger< I :32 ) 'Array » n handle raw Integer data.
10280 ALLOCATE REAL Oata_real < t : 32 ) ,Da ta< 32 ) (Arrays to handle r*w and reduced
10290 n a *A_dlsc2S-0ata_f 1 le2*inata_drl v«S lre*l ti -. t .-,
.
10300 0ata_.f 1 1r3$-"ZR"M'AL$( 7n >&0a t e*&UALS< Rn ) iFcdured data Flip nnne.
10310 Datn_dlsc3$-=Data_f 1 le3*&Oata_driv<?3s
10320 CRFAIF rtllrtT Data_dl sc3$ ,Sn« I trav ,8*33 IRPAI r j ] * "I o»P hv t « r ecordn .
10330 ASSIGN R0ata_path2 TO Data_disc2*»F0RMA1 ftn










10440 FOR Block-! TO Sn
S t ep no j nt "2
5 1 e.p_ increment- 32 » Sn+
1
FOR Group- I TO I trav
!
CONTROL @Uata_path2 ,5iStep_polnt !5et reed pointer to 2nd record
I
I In riiiii ln(ponr Hnlii f i In.
5 lnp_po i n t »S tep_po int +S t ep_l ncren«nt I Increment pointer- start point
ENTER @0ata_path2 iData _lnteqer( • ) 'Load raw data into array.
SELECT Zoc_cal(0,2) I Trans I n t I nq raw lntergpr data Into
CASE I I raw real data.
Translate! Adc I ,0a ta_int eqer< • ) ,Data_rna
1
< • ) )
CASE 2
Translate! Adc2 ,Data_lnt eqer< • ) .Data .real < • ) >
CASE 3
Translate! Adc 3 ,Data_lnt eqer ( »
)













10550 I Data check steps commented out.
!05G0 I
10570 IPRINTER IS 702
10580 (PRINT "Integer data"
10590 "PRINT Data_integer< •
>
10G00 IPRINT "Real data"
10610 IPRINT Data_real( «
)
10620 IPRINTER IS CRT
10630 I
106401 Routine to reduce raw real data:
10650!
10660! Data - a0 + al»x + a2»x"2 + a3«x"3
10670!
106801 where a0,al,a2, f» a3 are Least Square coefficients, and - is
106901 the individual port raw data value.
107001
10710 Data(0)=Block ' Store reduce data sample number,
10720 EOR K-1 TO 32
10730 0ata(K >-Zoc_ca 1(K ,0 ) + Zoc_cal ( K ,1 )• Data. real ( K ) t Zoc_r* I ( K ,2 )»0a




10770 IPRINTER IS 702
10780 IPRINT Data<«> I Print bloack for test cnnnenled out.
10790 IPRINTER IS CRT
10800 I
10810 OUTPUT 90ata_path3iData< • ) IStora block of reduced data into
10820 NEXT Block
10830 NEXT Group
I into the file on the designated drive.




I085P ASSIGN *H>nlfl_path3 TO
I08G0 ASSIGN <9Deta_path2 70 •
10870 F<MNT "Rau data reduced and transferred In "iD.it* flj=3
10880 PP]UJ
10R90 GOTO Fin






I09G0 I - - --
I0970 I Subroutine to load existing files required h. Run number For a specified
10900 i Zoo
,
and flsstqn existing files to the File* mir|. for |iMn reduction
10990 I nnd List files routines.
I 1000 SUB Flle_scan< Zn)
I 1010 COM /Slats/ REAL PulBe
,
Sample. number ,Pnuse._f or , IN TEGFR Hnl.nnH ld(3),Dat
e$ ,Run , I trav
1 1 020 COM /Files/ F I le$< • > ,0a t a^dr
i
veS




1 I 0G0 Flie_in_storage-0
11070 ON FRROR GOTO Error
t 1080 .]«< Zn-t )«3
I 1090 WHILE Loop-I
11100 Fllet-0
11110 Oata_f llel*-"ZU"&UALS( Zn >MJateS&VAIt'. On )
II 120 Data_dlsc1$«Data_f i le I $&Da to_dr
t
ve*
I 1130 ASSIGN SCheck^pathl TO 0ata_disc1* (Check for existence of ZW._,
11140 FlleS<Rn.J+l )-Data_f llelS lAssiqn ZU_ lomalrit.
11150 Fllel-I
111G0 l
1 1 170 Oata_f
i
leZ$- n ZC"&VAL$< Zn >&Date$&l/ALS< Rn
)
I 1 180 Data_rilsc28-Data_f i le29&Da t a_dr 1 ve$
11190 ASSIGN @Check_path2 TO Data_disc2* (Check for evi?t*nrr of ZC_.
1 1 200 Flle$(Rn,J+2 )-Data_f lle2$ lAssign /<: _ to matrix.
11210 I
I 1220 Oata_f I te3$-"ZR"8rVnt*<Zn)&Oate*&VAL$<Rn
1 1230 0ate_dlsc3$-Data_f 1 le3$&0eta_drlve$
11240 ASSIGN 0Check_path3 TO Data_dlsc3* ICheck for existence of ZR_.
11250 File$<Rn,J+3)-Dala_flle3* 'Assign ZR_ to matrix.
11260 I
11270 GOTO Asslgn_flle 'Cliect- ^fornge disc again.
11280 Error: I Subroutine if ERROR-55 , files donot extsl for Rn and Zor
1 1290 IF ERRN05S THEN
1 1300 PRINT ERRM8
11310 PAUSE
I 1320 END IF
I 1330 Asslgn_f lie:
I
11340 IF Filel-I THEN "Switch »o exit program
11350 File_in_storage-1
1 I3G0 END IF
1 1370 IF Filel-0 THEN
11380 IF File_in_Btorage-l THEN
11390 Loop-0
I 1400 END IF
Figured, (cont) Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
104
i u i r nd i r
11470 ASSIGN 9Ch«ck_p«thl TO «
11430 ASSIGN 0Cb«ck_n"th2 TO •
1144(1 ASSIGN POh«cl<_p«th.l TO •
I 1450 IF Rn»l00 THFN
I MRP I oop-0
I 1470 Ffin IF
I I4P0 Cn-Rnt 1
I I 4M0 F.NO UHII E




Figured, (cont) Program "SCAN_ZOC_06"
105



























































I Prr>gr*n! RErtU ZOC'.Z
l DesorlDHnni fields »nnclfl»H dn t n rinnlli"! ''
I hy n i rV Unndlnnd
1 nodi t | Ktl by Itavlri My? b




i i far sprpf.n
'iM'iiip is rnr
"Jm |Mi|p rtpf i ni ( i ,,,, ni)r | ,| | „..,,-, ( ,.,,
' on /riot i„hM«/ rfmi V" ,xf
INIT Gf R [>|.<|. drive ,7 or .Pun .l.'l-
U IK
; inp I r
I I II "TI I. CI
ip|.












I II I rtf n-\ Inn >i t r I nq v
DIM l)«t*_ dtsrlfl 23 I






I 5 1 unflnr d dflv nlnoniilipf
I Convert 1 nil Irnn Irr Mu (n
IRflHn nf specific limts
I 5nl> Fnimra s 1 7 1 iiti
1 fli 1
.
fnr- ditfi l-r-,-,1 |,



























EX 1 T PROG
G010 I r.nu I
00 10 <;«v
GOTO Print
























REAO ZOC DATA AflO DISPLAY A^ IIOUN"
Input ZOC inforrietion end rrnd d,i»,
Save reduced dfitn to r>" A^ntl f I I "
Print dntn in CRT or PRINIfP
Plot And Print T/Pt





































































' INCUT [>AT INFORMATION











IP Ml located- l I HEN GOSUB Deallocate
I
CLEAR SCREEN
'Enter Zoc tt ' 1,2,3), date ( YMMDD ) , nnd run 8:" '.or. .Oat e* .Run
'Enter the disT drive where data is stored as below.
h HPS format or 700 ,0"




'Enter Disc where data is located:" Pi?! drive
FILE/DISK PATH ASSIGNED
Data_f 1 Ie1$-"ZC"5UAL$( Zoc >F.Dat e$P>UALS( Run )
Dala_f ile2S«"ZR"!VUALt< Zoc >&Da t e$&UAL$< Run )
SELECT Ut3l-_drive
CASE






ASSIGN (?Uata_path1 TO Data_d>sclD





DETERMINE NUMBER OF RECORDS AND ENTER DATA.
STATUS @Data_path1 ,3tN1
STATUS @Data_path2,3iN2
ALLOCATE REAL CaKNt-l ,11)
ENTER (?Data_pathl iCal< • >
Perlod=Cal(0 ,0)
Hr«=1 /Period









ALLOCATE REAL 0ata< 1 :N2 ,0: 32
)
I Determine number of records
I Determine number of record?
I Define REAI array of records
•Convert steps to inches
'Allocate real data array
Figure Dl. (cont) Program "READ_ZOC2"
107
M'jO ENTER 0Data._path2»Oata<« )
I IBM J( : 5f,in_n.v:M) THEN
1170 ALLOCATE REAL Pa< 1:32,1:7)
1 1 m fi c,r
I I 90 ALL OCATF RFAL Pa< I :32 ,1 : Scan may )
1200 END IT
1210 '
1220 Allocated- 1 i Allows deallocation of |v»Mib.
1230 i
1240 i
1250 I READS AVERAGE OF ALL SAMPLE? TO ARRAYS
1260 ' ••« • .....
1270 i





1310 Samp 1 e_ma.*-Samp le number i Last sample
1320 i
1330 FOR Scan-I TO Scan_ma.
134 I
1350 FOR Por-t_number=1 TO 32
I3G0 i
1370 Pg_sum»0
1380 FOR Sampl e=Samp lem i n TO Sampl« ma-




1430 Pa_avg=( Pg_s urn/ Samp le_number )«Conv+R_atm
1440 Pa( Port_nunber ,Scan )^Pa_avg
1450 I
1400 NEXT Port_number
I 4 70 Samp le_mln=5amp le_mm + Samp le_number
I 4 80 Samp le_max ,; Samp le_max +Sample_number
1490 I
1500 NEXT Scan




1 550 i .....
I5G0 'ROUTINE STORES DATA TO AN ASCII FILE





IG20 INPUT "Store on hard or floppv drive (0=:,70O, I = : ,700 , 1 ) : " ,0rv
1G30 PRINT "Storing data please wait"
1G40 IF Drv-0 THEN
1G50 Drv$-" : .700"
1GG0 ELSE
1G70 Drv«-" : ,700 ,1 "
1GB0 END IF
1G90 Asc$»"A"
1700 Fi LenameS«Data_f 1 le2*RAsc$&LVvS
1710 CREATE ASCII Filenames, 10
1720 ASSIGN @Path_1 TO Filename*
Figure Dl. (cont) Program MREAD_ZOC2"
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1730 OUTPUT i?PMh_1 iPa( • )
1740 ASSIGN »Path_l TO *
1750 PRINT
I7G0 PRIN1 "Data stored to ASCII file cal led" »F i lenar-iet
1770 WATT ?
1 700 ROTO Reset
1790 i
1 800 ,
1010 'PRINTS RATA TO PRINTER OR PPT SCREEN A" I.1FSIRF
I 920 i
Run It" ;l
een I -Pr i riler )" .'. ' i
File" :Data f i 1 e .: <»ti i
II-
- rmtj 1 n number





: Scan _na »,
i Increment ; " Inches"
t P_a Imi " ps ia
"
;Pa< .30 , I >/Pa< 29,1 )
1030 i




I U70 IflPtir Print re>iiilH t n screen or printer (
1800 IF View I THEN PRINTER 15 702
1830 i
1 900 i
1910 PRINT "Data Print Out for Zoc t";Zoc;
1920 PRINT TAP<5); "Period between samples {set.
1930 PRINT TAB(5)?"Sample collection rate (Hz)
1940 PRINT TAB(5)j "Number of samples prr port:
1950 PRINT TAB(5 h "Length of data run (wc):
max
I960 PRINT TAR(5)<"The scan type Is:
1970 PRINT TAB(5)t "Number of scans/traverses:
1900 PRINT TAP(5 )t "Increment of traverse:
1990 PRINT TAB(5 >| "Atmospheric pressure is:









2070 IF Scan_max>7 THEN
2080 PRINT "Scan" ,"
2090 PRINT " "," 1"," 2"," 3"," 4"," 5"," G"," 7"
2100 PRINT
2110 FOR 1-1 TO Scan_max
2 120 PRINT USING Format 1 1 1 ,Pa< 1 ,1 ) ,Pa( 2 , 1 > ,Pa< 3 ,1 > .Pa< 4 , 1 > ,Pa< 5 , 1 > ,Pa< 6 ,1 ) ,
Fa(7,I )
2130 NEXT I
2140 FOR .1-1 TO 3
Z150 PRINT
2IB0 NEXT J
2170 PRINT "Scan"," Port Number"
2190 PRINT " "," 8"," 9" ," 10" ," 11 " ,"12" ," 13" ,"1 4 "
2190 PRINT
2200 FOR I- I TO Scan_max
2210 PRINT USING Format h I ,Pa( 8 ,1 ) ,Pa< 9 , 1 ) ,Pa( I , 1 ) ,Pa< 11 , 1 ) ,Pa< 1 2 , 1 ) ,Pa< 1
3
.1 > ,Pa< 14,1)
2220 NEXT I
2230 FOR J-l TO 3
2240 PRINT
2250 NEXT J
22G0 PRINT "Scan"," Port Number"
2270 PRINT " " ,"15" ,"16" ," 17" ."18" ,"19" ,"20" ,"21"
IMAGE 2D ,SX ,20. 3D ,4X .2D.3D ,4X .20.30 ,4X ,20. 3D ,4X ,20. 3U ,4X ,20. 3D ,4X




" 4 " , "
"
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2290 FOR T-i to Scan_na>
2300 PRINT USING Format I i I ,Pa< IS ,1) ,Pa< IG ,1) ,Pa< 17,1) ,Pa< I P . I ) ,Pa< 19,1 ) ,Pa<
"0,1) ,Pa! 21,1)
231 r i i < r i
7.3271 FOR J = 1 10 3





2360 PRIN1 " " ."22" ,"23" ,"24" ,"25" ,"26" ,"27" ,"20"
2370 PRIN1
2380 FOR !=l 10 Scan_ma.v
2390 PRINT USING Forma 1
1
; I ,Pa( 22 , 1 ) ,Pa<
27 , 1 ) ,Pr-i< 28 ,1 )
2400 NEXT r
24 10 FOR .1-1 10 3
2420 PRINT
2 430 NEXT J
2440 PRINT "Seen" ,"
24S0 F'RINl " " ,"29'
2460 PRINT
2470 FOR 1-1 TO Scan_max





2530 PRINT "Port "
,
2540 PRINT " " , " 1 "
2550 PRINT
25G0 FOR I- I TO 32
2570 PRINT USING FormatZ; I ,Pa( I ,1 > ,Pa< I ,2 ) ,Pa( I ,3) ,Pa< I ,4 ) ,Pa< I ,5 ) ,Pa( I
G ) ,Pa< I ,7)
2580 NEXT I
2590 END IF





























" 5 " " G "'
.
• PLOT AND PRINT Cp DATA AND SAUE TO ASCII FILE





ALLOCATE REAL X( 1 :25)
ALLOCATE REAL P_l ocal ( 1 : 25
,
I : 5can,.nax )
ALLOCATE REAL P_lnf < 1 : Scan_max
>
ALLOCATE REAL P_ref ( 1 : Scan_m/)>. )









Cp( I :25 ,1 :7 )
M_local( I :2S,I
P nornaK 1 :25
:7 )
1 :7>
Figure Dl. (cont) Program "READ_ZOC2"
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."-5.30 AI.L0CA1F PEAL B( 1:25,1 : Scan my )
:<J40 ALI OCA1E REAL Cp< 1 :25
.
I
: Scan ma ; )
7950 hi LOCATE REAL M...Iccal < I : 7 5
,
1 : Real m a '
7660 ALI OCA IF REAL P norna I i : 1 :7 r-
,
1 :Scan ma • )




2310 DATA 0. 1667 ,0. .13.13 .0..
0.4533,0.4667 ,0. 4 800,0.4 933,0.506
7920 DATA 0.8333 ,0.9! G7
7930 i
7940 READ X' « )
2950 I
7960 I Calculate reference parameters.
2 970 l
29R0 FOR I- I in Scan_wax
2990 P_lnf< I )=Pa<Z9,I )
3000 P_ref< I )-Fa( 31 ,1 I











,0. 4 767 ,0.4400
,0.1.4 00 ,0.75
Read -"»•'] -i I location of ports
I Het P_lnf
I Get Pref





' ( '"'ai»IMr1 • I ) .'R^nna )-1 > )








































3370 IF Dump-l THEN
3380 DUMP DEVICE IS 9
3390 ELSE
TO 75
J= 1 TO Scan_max
P_local< I ,J)=Pa< I ,J ) IGet r local For all scans.
P_normal ( I ,J )^P_ local ( I ,J >/P_ref < .1 ) I Norma 1 1 zed pressure
Cp< I ,J )«< 2/(Gap\«a»M_inf< J )"2 ) >»( ( P_locnl< I
,
J )/P_tnf( J ) )-l )
M local < I ,J >«SQRT(2/<eamme-1 >«( (P ref < J >/P local ( I , J 5 )*( (Gamma- I )/G
14 local vs x/c below:
POST PROCESSING OF Static Pressure Data'
The following routine will plot and print P/Pt or





selections are as follows.."
Plot Cp (then provide scan or scans deslr
Plot Mach Number (provide scans as above*
H )
Input the parameter to plot < 0=P/Pt , I *Mach >" ,P lot _.c
Input the first scan to be plotted" ,First_5can
Input the last scan to be plotted" , Last scan
Dump plots to Laser or Thinl'Jet ( T J-0 ,L J = I ) " , Dump
Figure Dl. (cont) Program "READ_ZOC2"
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3400 IJUMP DEVICE IS 702
34 10 END ir
3420 I
3'130 'Initialize graphics environment parameters
3450 Xo=0




3490 MAT Fen^ (-1 ) 'Pen control parameter "Pr:n H •--. i,tr i hefore Moving''.
3500 Pent I )*-2




3550 r i t. le$="Norma 1 Ized Pressur" vs. Percent Chord"













3R80 LINE TYPE I 'First line type
3690 N"3 'Second line type
3700 i
37)0 CALL Plot. 'Sets up graphics bad ground
3720 FOP J~First._scan TO Last_scan
3730 FOR 1=1 m 25
3740 SELECT Flot_case
3750 CASE
37G0 PLOT X< I ) tP_normalU ,J),Pen< I)
3770 CASE I
3780 PLOT X( I ) ,M_local( I ,J >,Pen< I )
3790 END SELECT
36O0 NEXT I









3890 INPUT "Would you like to make another plot ( Y=»yes ,N=*no >?" ,GoS
3900 IF Go$-"Y" THEN Plot_cpmach
3910 '
3920 'The following routine will print P/Pt or Mach number for the scam selecte
d
3930 '
3940 FOR P-1 TO 5
3950 PRINI
39G0 NEXT P
3970 PRINT "The following will print P/Pt or Mach Number data For scans selected









'Select 7 scans to bracl-et dat.3 plotted -rihove or an
The scans selected for printinq must he nvrtilable

























Ills to pr i n t
SI l p_pr t rit
the P/Pt Mnoh Miinh. I'm!
" Wou 1 'I you
"





o f seven scons
printeH = CRT
,
or Mflch Nunber ' 0-P ,'1't
,
1
In he prinlod. "
:
F ,:








Port" ," Scan Number"
"
,F 3 ,Fs+I ,Fs+2,F3+3 .Fs+^Fs+S.Fs+S




4140 MAT B =
4150 END IF
4160 i






4230 FOR 1=1 TO 25
4240 PRINT USING Format 2 1 1 ,B( I ,Fs )




4280 Sklp_print : !
4290 PRINTER IS CRT
4300 DEALLOCATE Cp( « )
4310 DEALLOCATE B( • )
4320 DEALLOCATE P_local(*>
4330 DEALLOCATE P_normal<»>





4380 DEALLOCATE X( * >
4390 DEALLOCATE P»n( • )




44 40 I • ........ •
4450 IPLOT Pt DATA AND LOAD INTO ARRAY(S) TO SAUE TO ASCII FILE
4460 I ,.,,..,,,..........
4470 !




4520 PRINT " POST PROCESSING OF TOTAL PRESSURE DATA"
4530 PRINT
4540 PRINT
Figure Dl. (cont) Program "READ_ZOC2"
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4550 PRIM! " This routine will plot vertical position vs. Pf fr-rn
4 5G0 F'R I N f the probe impact pressure and i nten'".^. te k r ""i nm mi»l i red'




4R00 INPUT " Dunn plots tc Laser or ThinHet ( B^= T.J , I -I.J ) . " .Dump
4R I INPUT Maximum Recorded Plenum Temperature it. deq F. ' .ltma*
4R20 INPUT Mininmum Recorded Plenum Temperature in H»n F . ' , 1 l m i n




4GG0 IF Uump=l THEN
4670 DUMP DEVICE IS 9
4680 ELSE
4G90 DUMP DEUICE IS 702
4700 END IF
1710 I
4720 'Allocate all real variable?
4 730 i
4740 ALLOCATE INTEGER Pen2< 1 : Scan_max
)
4750 ALLOCATE PEAL P_ref ( 1 :Scan__max )
4760 ALLOCATE REAL P..i nf ( I : Scania- )
4770 ALLOCATE REAL P_ex i t ( 1 : Scan_r»ax )
4700 ALLOCATE REAL Y( 1 :Scan_nax
)
4790 ALLOCATE REAL P t ( 1 : Scan _max »
4800 ALLOCATE REAL M_inf ( I :Scan_max
)
4810 ALLOCATE REAL M_axit ( 1 :Scan_max
)
4820 ALLOCATE REAL Mat ( 1 :Scan_max
)
4830 ALLOCATE REAL Ma2 < 1 : Scanjnax )
4840 ALLOCATE REAL Ma3< 1 : Scan_max
4850 ALLOCATE REAL Ma4< 1 :Scan_mnx )





4900 (Initialize plot parameters
4910 LINE TYPE t
4920 Ti t le*-"Uert icle Distance Traversed vs. Pt"
4930 X_label $="Total Pressure (psia)"







5010 MAT Pen2= (-1 )





5050 CALL Plot iSets up graphics environment
5060 I






5130 Tt-< Ttmax + Ttmin)/2
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5140 I
5IG0 FOR l-l TO Scan_nax
SI 60 P_. inf ( I >=Pa< 29,1 )
SI 70 P_«xl t ( T )-p n < 30,1 )
5180 P_ref( 1 )"=Pa(3l ,1 )
5190 Pt(I >=Pa(32 ,1 )
S200 I
5210 Rhot l'U*»P_ref< I )/< Rgas« I t i
5220 Rhot2«U4*Pt( I )/<Raas»H )
5Z30 i
5240 M_inf ( I >-SQRT< (2/< Ganna-1 > >*( < P_ref < ! !/P_.inf ( I ^ ( ' './mn.v I >/Ganna »-! ) )
5250 M_exit( I )=5QRT( ( 2/<Ganma-l ) )•( (Pt< I )/P e~i t< I >> ((Ramm.i I )/Ganna )-l >
)
52G0 I
5270 TI=Tt/< l+( (GariMa-1 )/2 )*(M_lnf ( I ) ) 2)
5280 7 2 = Tt/( !+( (Ganna-I )/2 )«(M_exit( I ) )' 2 )
5290 i




5330 V1=AI«M_lnf< I )
5340 V2«AZ»M_exit< I )
5350 i
53G0 Rhol-Rhot l«< l+< (Carina- 1 )/2 )»M_lnf ( I ) )"< -( I ' { G*nma-1 » ) !
5370 Rho2=Rhot2«< I +( (Gamma- I )/2 >»M_exit< I M '< - < ! /(Gamma- I ) ) »
5380 i
5390 flal ( I )-Rhol«U1
5400 Ma2< I )=Rho2»U2
5410 Ma3(
I
>=Rhol«Ut *P_ref ( I )«I44
5420 Ma4< I >=RhoZ«VZ»Pl< I )• I 44
5430 I
5440 Q< I >-P_ref(I >-P_lnf ( I
)
5450 I
54G0 Y( I >»< I-l ^Increment
5470 PLOT Pt< I ),Y< I ) ,Pen2( 1 )
5480 NEXT I
5490 I
5500 FOR I-l TO 5can_nax
5510 PLOT P_ref ( I ) ,Y( I ) ,Pen2( I )
5520 NEXT I
5530 I
5540 FOR 1*1 TO Scan_max






5G00 INPUT "Would you Lika to Make another plot ( Y-=yes .Nticj >"?" ,GoS






5G70 0I5P "Now calculating cascade lo"s5 coefficient"
SG90 I
5G90 Rhovl-0 'Initialize totaling variables
5700 Rhov2-0
Figure Dl. (cont) Program "READ_ZOC2"
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5750 FOR F-l 10 '-'ran na-. Untpl m--»ss =» orini i hq nuant i t i <«
5760 Rhnvh-Phovl M-1a | ( I )
5770 Rhov2-'Rhov2+Ma2( I !
S7R0 Rhovpt I -Rhovpt I + Ma3< 1 )
5790 Rhovpt2-Rhovpt2+T1a4< [ )
5900 0in*0in+0< I )
5810 MR XT !
5820 I
5830 Avgl-Rhovl /Scan _na*
5840 Avg2=Rhov2/Scan_Mo>;





5900 Ptna?=Avq4/< Avg2« 144 )
5910 Qavq-Avq5
5920 U._bnr«=< Ptma I -Ptma2 >/0avg
5930 '
5940 INPUT "Print Losses to CRT or Printer ( 0~CRT
.
1 -PR INTER )" .l.ossp
5950 IF Los3p'l THEN PRINTFR IS 702
59G0 i




6010 PRINT The cascade loss coefficient hased on inlet
6020 PRINT dynanic pressure as calculated uslnn,







6 100 PRINT "
Gl 10 PRINT "
6120 PRINT






6190 DEALLOCATE Pen2( » )
6200 DEALLOCATE P_inf(«)
6210 DEALLOCATE P_extt<»>
6220 DEALLOCATE F_r e f<«>
6230 DEALLOCATE M_inf<«)
6240 DEALLOCATE M_exit<«)
6250 DEALLOCATE Ma I ( •
>
6260 DEALLOCATE Ma2< • )
6270 DEALLOCATE Ma3< » >
P trial - " ;Ptnal 1 " PSIA"
Ptna2 = ";Ptna2i " PSIA"
Ptl-PI - "tOavgi" PSIA"
Ttavg = " ; Tt i " deq R"
U_bar = " i U_bar
ype F2 to return to main rami
all real variables







































































I EX IT PROGRAM AND DEALI."<"ATF ALL PMFFFRS AMU FA'FM 1?
I
Pea II oca ( e : '
ASSIGN SData_path1
ASSIGN BData_path2















THEN GOSUB Deal locate
,10
i SUBROUTINE TO SET UP GRAPHICS WINDOW
SUB Plot
I
'Subroutine to displav plot screens, less the plot of any
1 for the specified variables in the C0t1/Plot_l aliel s/ line,
i





















! Initiali ze graph routine
1 Lenqt h of X-a.-. i <i
1 Lenqt h of Y-a> i s
'Character ref pt:ton c*»nter
'Move cursor to screen loc. for labels
i S i res label ing
i P 1 o t title
'Move cursor tn botton center screen
'Character ref pt:bottor>> i~pnif.r
! X-axis label
'Oesig degrees for LDIR
'Sets V - a > i s label on end
I V
- a y. i s label
'Reset label to horironta) orientation
'Chr ref pt:left center
'Sets graph screen sire
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b8S0 FRAME iHox around viewport
Sf>F,0 WINDOW Xo,Xf,Yo,Yf "• t a* Is lenalh* i" VI FUROR 1
B870 AXES V r,inu»/0>, ,V_rviq?/'Uv ,Xo
,
to iA-«-, inl«r?=cl fit lower left
R3R0 AXES X ranqe/Dx ,Y_ranae/Pv .Xf .Yf lA.-.es intpr'si--) tI upper right
n>')90 GRID X .ranae./Dx ,Y_ranqe/IJy ,Xo ,Yo ,0x ,Dy , .001
(3800 (LIP "IF iSo l«b«*i«* -" print mi Hide '..' U'.UrORT
li910 C.SI7P 3.0,. 4 I Ayes lane 1 -.|-»
r,TZ0 I npr; t, iNiiriber '-'•a- i -
<i830 FOR [-Xo 10 Xf crgp x_ranoe./P
S840 IIOUE I
. r'o-.fll • >' ranos
fJH?0 I ABFI USING "* .I"' ; I
GRfiP NF/1 I
F")97fl I ORG 8
n980 TOP I-Y'o 1(1 Yf STEP Y..ranrj»/fJy
5990 IF nPSU ><1 .0E-5 THEN 1-0.
7000 MOVE <o-.01 »X_range,I






7070 PUB 5quare'Xo ,Xf ,Yo ,Yf ,Sc )
7080 i Subroutine to plot squares around the local or igin desiqnatc.d
7090 i by the PLOT statenent.
7100 Xd=>Sc»f Xf-Xo)
71 10 Yd=Sc»< Yf -Yo )»RrtTI0
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APPENDIX E. SELECTED DATA




Fl leZPI 7 1 1 163
Period bet jeen samp 1 es ( sec )
:
.02 333333333 333
Sample, collection rate (Hz): 300
Number of samples per por t : 10
Length of rfata run ( sec ) : 34. 1
fhe sran t v p e i ? : 2
number of scans/ t reverses
:
33
I ncrement ~i f traverse
:
.06 25 Inchf 5
Atmospheric pressure is 1 4. 71 p s i .1
Tunnel Pressure Ratio i s : Z. 0389433467 3
Scan Port Numb er
1
1 3 4 5 6 7
1 17.366 1G.P38 17.045 17. BIB 19.1 35 7 1 . IR7 7 3 .34 3
-1 17.335 IP, .784 17.137 17.687 19.714 22 .17 1 7 4 .331
3 I7.3G5 IB. 730 17.093 17.738 1 9.5114 22 .414 74 . 2 7 q
4 17.447 1G.849 17. 104 17.596 19.225 21 .701 7j .497
5 17.335 1G.74I 17.071 17.667 1 9 . 6 14 21 .76 4 23 .487
6 17.3G5 IB. 827 16.927 17.291 18.6 96 20 .569 23 .219
7 17.417 16.784 17.026 17.281 19. 155 71 .92 1 23 .229
8 17.233 I6.G7G 16.9B0 17.377 '8.530 70 .473 nn .601
9 17.335 1 B .704 16.993 17.433 I8.P56 21 .607 23 .466
10 17.345 16.587 16.905 17.251 18.496 20 .087 "i > .303
I ! 17.345 IB. 773 IB. 971 17.525 19.1 75 71 .576 2 3 . 137
12 17.345 IB. 773 17.004 17.423 18.866 7 1 .083 73 .065
13 17.294 IB. 752 16.882 17.454 19.065 71 . 79R C v'-' .899
14 17.314 IB. 719 16.938 17.332 19.015 20 .936 27 .828
15 17.273 16.687 16.905 17.39.3 19.065 20 .517 21 912
IB 17.314 16.665 16.882 17.342 19.025 21 030 77 848
17 17.253 I6.G87 16.960 17.433 19.025 21 219 23 4 97
18 17.243 16.698 16.938 17.484 18.826 70 810 22 818
19 17.314 16.676 16.893 17.240 18.397 20 863 21 870
20 17. 171 16.665 16.893 17.504 19.705 21 093 210
21 17.222 16.655 16.871 17.730 18.656 21 04 1 23 209
17.243 16.709 16.860 17.281 18. GIG 20 454 22 159
23 I7.2G3 16.622 16.871 17.383 18.736 21 293 23 023
24 17.089 16.525 16.916 17.444 18.6 3G 20 765 7 1 973
25 1 7 . 1 30 16.633 IG.794 17.118 IP. 576 70 485 7 1 901
26 17.273 16.644 16.794 17.220 10.616 70 590 71 912
27 17.345 1G.752 16.794 17. 139 18.4 96 20 328 21 . 603
29 17.294 IB. 730 IB. 892 17.342 19.936 70. 685 i i 251
29 17.284 16.676 I6.PB0 17.352 18.706 20. 31" I ~» 416
30 17. 192 16.601 16.849 17.347 18.4'IG 20. 538 7 7 591
31 17.202 16.687 IB.P05 17. 159 18.247 20. 56 9 77 . 334
32 17.212 IB. 644 16.905 17.342 19.015 20. 9 77 23. 04 4
33 17. 130 16.5G8 16.827 17.525 I9.5M 21 . 34 5 23. 64 1
Figure El. Run 3, 1 6 Nov 1 992 (Raw Data)
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Scon Port Numl ier
R 9 10 1 i i : 1 5 1 4
! 25.048 25.528 27.054 2 7.503 . t . l )l 7 79 .7 'J'
l
7 9 .42 4
-i
2 4
. 93 4 .'5.459 25.4 n 27. 234 ' 7 . ,' : i I 79 .0 71 78 .28!
3 Z5.670 26.247 27. 129 27.340 27 .754 79 .14 7 79 .585
4 25.493 26.383 26.804 27.282 27 . %5 29 . 1 76 79 .452
5 24.571 25.505 26.609 27.089 27 .869 39 . 157 78 .538
6 24.P09 26.065 26.962 27.465 27 .591 c i .939 7 8 .48!
7 24.519 25. 188 25.968 26.743 ~t —f.. .' . 36
M
27 .9 34 78 .034
8 2 4 .001 25.904 26. 192 76.955 T "1 .455 77 .959 78 .395
9 24.705 24.907 26.025 26.772 i. f .744 78 .30?' 28 .34 8
10 24.M5 25.351 26.090 27.003 27 567 77 .853 28 .024
1 1 24.498 24.95! 26.294 27.291 27 nnq 7» 081 78 319
12 24.343 25.296 78.322 27. 1 78 27 . S3
3
78 .005 28 281
13 2 4.913 25.496 26.072 26.839 27 6! f ) 2 8 005 78 4 I 4
14 24.540 25. 166 2G.637 27. 128 77 87 1 77 787 27 967
15 23.7G2 24.925 26.229 26.897 27 '-HI 27 806 28 129
IB 24.343 25.495 26.730 27.465 77 793 78 138 29 224
17 24.374 25.568 26.294 26.916 27 475 77 920 29 376
18 24.042 25.405 2G. 137 26.54! 27 .^Q.^ 77 929 29 243
19 23.02G 23.667 25. 181 26.435 7 7 303 27 967 28 357
20 23.855 25.794 26.201 25.859 L, 1 716 27 560 27 948
21 25.059 26.302 26.480 27. 176 27 629 27 986 78 185
24.208 26.220 26.693 27.05! 27 619 28 043 28 443
23 24.354 25.405 26.007 25.474 27 317 27 863 28 47!
24 23.493 24.96! 25.534 25.301 75 957 27 304 C 1 910
25 23.368 24.907 25.914 25.849 27 793 27 550 77 986
25 24. 156 25.831 26.674 27.070 27 405 I '? 805 20. 148
27 22.736 24.499 26. 174 27.349 27 58! 27 787 78. 395
28 23.203 24.835 25.775 26.685 27. 139 -> "7 304 77 540





30 23.887 24.690 25.775 26.753 27. 3! 2
"
I ~7 4 74 C i 5G8
31 24.073 25.677 26.4 33 27. 147 27
.
677 27. 977 28. 129
32 24.612 25.858 26.544 26.916 27. 447 77. 69 3 Tf 910
33 24.239 24.96! 25.942 26.840 27. 255 27. 853 27 . 996
Figure El. (cont) Run 3, 16 Nov 1992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Niir her
15 16 17 10 1 9 20 21
1 28.732 28.870 29.052 29. 100 29.820 30.267 30.563
2 28.553 28.905 29. 104 29.345 10.049 30.2 95 30.504
3 28.722 28.922 29.061 29.337 29.961 30. 1 39 30 .413
4 28.722 29.054 29.312 29.475 29.996 30.360 30.579
5 28.862 28.861 28.905 29. 189 2 9.917 30. 1 94 30.413
G 28.623 28.975 2 9. 104 29.267 30.058 30. 10 4 30.4 96
7 28.712 29.054 29.269 29.206 "9.0 1 1 30. 30& 30.563
28.613 20.922 29.382 29.285 29.758 30.267 50.771
9 29.752 29.019 29. 156 2 9.250 29.846 30.065 30. 488
10 28.244 28.528 28.775 29.206 2 9 . 873 30. 194 30.363
I 1 28.702 28.878 29.026 29.016 29.599 29.955 30.31
3
12 28.483 28.826 28.957 29.232 29.820 30.030 30.338
13 28.643 28.791 28.983 29. 189 29.767 30.111 30.446
14 2B. 174 28.659 29.061 29. 163 29.476 29.790 30.2 13
15 28.293 28.545 28.957 29.180 29.690 30. 166 30.496
16 28.513 28.686 28.957 29.215 2 9.732 30.020 30.246
17 28.493 28.686 29.009 29.033 29.020 30.074 30.254
18 28.662 28.826 28.983 29. 154 29.705 30.030 30.388
19 28.573 28.624 28.870 29. 128 2 9.043 30.205 30.346
20 28.423 28.554 28.983 29. 163 29.626 30.276 30.2 00
21 29.473 28.598 29.052 29. 120 29.687 29. 9R2 30.396
22 29.333 28.642 28.705 28.816 2 9.590 29.902 30. 196
23 28.214 28.466 28.671 29. 120 29.079 29. 073 30.246
24 28.293 28.308 28.723 29.059 20.476 29.680 50.213
25 28.383 28.878 29. 165 28.R94 2 9.4 92s 30.020 30.354
2G 28.353 28.449 28.723 28.990 29. 785 30.010 30 .113
27 28.772 28.808 28.827 29.224 29.002 30 . 00
1
30.32 1
28 28.293 28.554 28.827 29.005 29.732 30. 130 30.379
29 28. 124 28.528 28.766 28.800 29.802 30.010 30.396
30 27.824 28.379 20.870 28.990 2 9.617 30.0G r^ 30 . 330
31 28.463 28.466 28.792 29.076 29.537 29.910 30.246
32 28.204 28.493 28.766 29. 120 29.590 30.010 30.313
33 28.313 28.624 28.861 28.825 29.617 29.045 30. 163
Figure El. (cont) Run 3, 1 6 Nov 1 992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Ni inber
7. 2 23 2 4 25 2G 77 29
1 30.820 31 .615 32.77? 34 . 16 1 24.4 50 27. RPR 23.366
-> 30.988 31 .735 32.815 54.352 25.028 7 7 . 9 ' 1 73.719
3 30.887 31 .777 32.858 34.352 24 .71 1 27.664 23.299
4 31 .038 31 .752 32.807 34.334 24 .1 55 27.462 23.215
5 30.071 31 .6G7 32.764 34.280 23.963 27.4PI 22.92 9
R 30.745 31 .667 32.738 34.298 2 3.993 27.559 23.324
7 30.837 31.718 32.730 34. IBP 73.729 77.295 23. 181
8 30.9G3 31 .658 32.747 34.216 23.750 27.234 22.803
9 30 . 770 31 .581 32.687 34.216 L. ~' . u * c 27.015 22.560
10 30.787 31 .615 32.764 34. 152 24.592 27.506 23.072
1 1 30.GI0 31 .505 32.678 34. 152 23.679 27. 173 22.308
12 30.7G2 31 .573 32.G27 34. 170 23. 811 27.664 23.072
13 30.594 31 .752 32.G70 34. 152 23.638 26.681 72.299
14 30.778 31 .564 32.713 34. 134 23.577 27.085 22.551
15 30.678 31 .581 32.695 34. 180 23.851 27. 120 22.484
IB 30.7G1 31 .650 32.661 34.052 24. 135 27.295 22.719
17 30.GG9 31 .471 32.670 34.043 24. 186 27. 1 16 27.845
18 30.G44 31 .479 32.670 33.988 73.597 26.532 72.224
18 30.543 31 .752 32.653 34. 188 73. 7 93 26.936 22.224
20 30.G27 31 .479 32.584 34.099 23.669 27.067 27.501
21 30.845 31 .624 32.G01 34. 125 23.6 IP 27. 146 22.518
22 30.585 31 .692 32.524 33.943 23.466 27.304 72.686
23 30.71
1
31 .650 32.507 34.079 73.719 77.024 22.37^
24 30.GG9 31 .G50 32.413 33.988 22.847 27. 120 2 1 .900
25 30.602 31 .684 32.541 34.034 22.634 76.637 71 .955
2G 30.GG1 31 .547 32.567 33.943 23.090 26 . 953 72.3GG
27 30.627 31 .650 32.721 34. 107 23.557 76.980 22.560
28 30.585 31 .530 32.601 34. 180 27.603 26.757 22.039
29 30.636 31 .598 32.661 34. 189 2 4 .04 4 27.304 27.677
30 30.585 31 .505 32.644 34. 125 23.951 27. 164 22.G8G
31 30.73G 31 .539 32.653 34. 199 73. 100 26.945 72.257
32 30.G94 31 .505 32.576 34.098 73.750 27.35 1 22.803
33 30.585 31 .513 32.464 34.043 24.378 27.374 22.9G3
Figure El. (cont) Run 3, 16 Nov 1992 (Raw Data)
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1 17.552 35.788 54
.
5^8 51 .851
7 17.614 35.845 54.645 51
. 950
J: 17.623 35.854 54.523 6 "" .210
4 1 7 .614 35.863 54 .680 i--i . 56 1
5 1 7 . 56 i 35.807 54.8 1\ 52 . 5 p 9
G 17. SKI 35.798 54 .584 52 . 775
7 1 7 . 56
1
35.882 54.6 36 52 .P IB
8 17.472 36.(17 4 54 .576 52 . 775
9 1 7 . 56 35.769 54.593 <--> .6 79
If) 17.49? 35.722 54.497 52 .201
1 1 17.543 35.693 54.576 51 . 4 1 9
I 2 17. '334 35.77P 54.515 4B . 987
1.1 17.525 35.684 5 4
. 5 4 9 4 6 .050
14 17.534 35.722 54 .575 44 .1.32





35.599 54.480 38 86 4
17 1 7 . 4 8 1 35 .618 54.428 37 396
IP 1 7 . 56 i 35 .712 54 . 44^ 36 567
19 I 7.54 3 35.655 5 4.4 80 35 963
20 17.508 35.608 54.375 35 6,5
.1 17.534 35.551 54.4 62 35 595
•- *:. !7.42F1 35.56 1 54.4 36 35 576
C -J 17. .366 35.693 54.793 35 648
24 17.357 35.608 54. 793 35 558
::5 17.419 35.514 54.636 35 54 9
26 17.445 35.570 54.584 35 '3 9 4
27 17.588 35.504 54.619 35
.
594
28 17.677 35.684 54 .54 9 35. 848
29 17. (332 35.551 54.471 35. 558
30 17.597 35.665 54.410 35. 549
31 17.543 35.627 54.488 35. 558
32 17.543 35.636 54.557 35. 513
33 17.481 35.580 54.340 35. 406





IZ 13 1.1 l!5 16
1 .318 .318 .318 .317 3 1 7 .317 318
2 .3C6 .307 .308 .307 306 .306 306
3 .310 .311 .312 .309 3 IP .310 310
4 .317 .321 .320 .320 Tin .319 318
B .339 .351 .346 .350 349 .350 34 9
6 .359 .395 .387 .40(1 384 .376 3013
7 .409 .424 .423 .438 1 1ft .402
41 9
a .442 .449 .447 .457 150 .4 SB
14 !
9 .455 .457 .454 .467 47 9 . 457 468
10 .479 .482 .403 .4 in 188 .481
491
1 1 .495 .500 .4<*B .4 92 497 .413
<;04
12 .505 .510 .505 .506 510 .506
510




14 .514 .519 .519 .521 512 .516
6 i n
15 .518 .526 .522 .525 ^16 .519 52
'
16 .523 .529 .529 .528 525 .521
527
17 .528 .532 .531 .531 532 .531
532
IS .536 .532 .536 .535 534 .535
•\:r,
19 .548 .542 .547 .546 5 10
.54" 541".
20 .554 .549 .551 .552
r,-tr. .553 551
55^
21 .557 .555 .557 .551
',',.t . 55 '1
22 .565 .561 .564 . 56 1
'.'. 1 . 56 *• '.1i r t
23 .580 .577 .579 .582
; r» .579 Ml |
24 .601 .599 .598 .599 ST1
.60!' 600
25 .627 .626 .627 .626 B25 .62
' 6 2 5
Figure El. (cont) Run 3, 16 Nov 1992 (P/Pt Distribution)
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"30 31 32 33 34 3"5 35 37 33 31 W Al *2 <3 M « ffi 47 « 41 5n 51 J? 51 1 1 J 1} 5r. 5T 51 11 Sn
Tctil Pressure <p?ia>
Figure El. (cont) Run 3, 16 Nov 1992 (Loss Distribution)
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Fi leZR 1 2 1 1 1 94
Period between samples (sec): .00333333.333333
Sample collection rnte (Mr): 300
Number of samples per port: 10
Length of data run (sec): 34.1
The seen type is: 3





Atmospheric pressure i s : 14.75 psia




25.960 2G.RP1 "7 .411 28.04
1
28 . '10
1 17.222 IG.G47 25.882 26.549 .
. 452 27 . 779 1 <•> .11-1
T
l 17. 191 1G.R47 25.660 2R.R20 27 .'11 27.695 28 .073
4 17.232 16.679 25.971 2G.722 27
. 3R1 27. 926 ~n .24
5 17.242 16.668 25.860 2G.5G9 ' 7 .391 27.7PM 28 . 207
G 17.04H IH. 625 25.794 2G.5G9 2 7 .3.31 27.726 29 . 1 15
7 17.099 16.722 25.993 26.823 27 .4 97 27. PI Ci 2 8 .0 73
8 17.191 16.701 26.048 2G.67I i .351 27.917 23 .4 34
g 17.303 16.754 26.026 26.81
3
27 .52 2 27. ynp 28 . 26 H
1 17. 140 16.787 25.993 26.701 27 .270 27.758 29 .269
1
1
17.171 16.668 26.070 26.742 27
. 36 1 27.737 28 238,
12 17. 120 16.765 26.015 26.793 27 .502 27.873 29 .279
13 17. 130 16.71 1 26.015 26.803 27 .61 3 27.P52 28 I 55
14 17. 150 16.711 25.971 26.661 27 281 27.769 28 207
15 17. 130 16.701 25.882 26.518 27 170 27.6B4 28 269
IB 17.089 16.679 25.915 26.793 27 502 27.92G 29 372
17 17. 130 15.776 26. 170 26.803 27 442 27.PI0 28 124
18 17. 120 16.668 25.760 26.732 27 3G1 27.85,: 28 310
19 17.201 16.733 26. 181 26.742 27 341 27.663 29 176
20 17. 130 16.797 25.925 26.701 27 101 27.779 29 IGG
21 17.069 16.733 26.269 26.884 27 361 27.7R9 28. 104
22 17. 120 16.679 25.949 26.752 27 361 27.789 28 207
23 17.059 16.625 25.860 26.712 27 361 27.800 28. 4 24
24 17.099 16.744 26.037 26.773 27 4R2 27.894 29. 299
25 17.181 16.744 25.926 26.600 27. 36 1 27. 999 29. 186
26 17.079 16.528 26. 148 26.742 27 36 1 27.842 28. 1 14
27 16.987 16.776 25.993 26.559 27. 2 20 27.590 28. 1 14
28 17. 120 16.590 25.849 26.691 27. 391 27.779 28. 228
29 17.008 16.754 25.860 26.551 27. 4K2 27.789 29. 145
30 17.008 18.765 26.070 26.630 27. 31 1 27.800 20. 1 14
31 17. 150 16.916 26.203 26.945 27. 562 27.852 28. 331
32 17.038 16.776 26.070 26.630 27. 351 27.553 28. 073
33 17.059 IB. 701 2S.02G 26.651 27. 371 27.789 28. 104
Figure E2. Run 4, 1 9 Nov 1 992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Mur. ber
F! 3 10 1 1 1 .' i ; 1 1
1 2 9.408 28.656 28.P7W 2 9.279 29.764 2 9
.
95 ' 30 .216
2 28.4 19 28.792 29.063 29.394 29.8 10 30.071 30.283
3 28.4)9 28.692 29.072 29.318 29.879 30. 138 30.389
4 28.429 28.919 29.081 29.356 29.86 9 J0.03J 30.2 83
5 28.471 2e.828 29. 1 46 2 9.337 29.802 30. 1 19 30.37G
G 28.356 28.674 29.026 29.279 29.840 30.005 30.273
7 28.336 28.538 29.026 29.414 2^.860 30 . .: 1 4 30. 426
8 28.595 28.819 29.942 29.097 2 9.831 30 .14 7 Z^.7>2\
9 28.4PI 28.810 28.94 2 29.385 29.898 30 .0.33 30.36 9
10 28.564 28.910 29. 127 29.298 29.677 2 9.900 50.2 83
1 1 28.48! 28.873 29. 127 29.241 29.696 29.881 30.06 4
12 28.471 28.846 28.961 29.231 P9.f\{,<,) 29.805 30 . 1 50
13 29.408 28.638 29.035 29.308 2 9 . tt 1 2 30. 129 30. 159
14 28.491 28.828 29. 137 29.212 29.648 29.976 30.235
IS 28.429 28.855 28.998 29.250 2 9.725 2 9.672 30.254
16 28.502 28.728 28.979 29.222 29.648 2 9.8)4 30. 150
17 28.419 28.674 28.933 29.327 29.620 29. 900 30. 159
18 28.439 28.647 2 9. 137 29.385 29.975 30 .014 30. 31 1
19 28.512 28.719 29. 109 29.366 29.773 29. 967 30. 150
20 28.315 28.665 29. 1 IB 29.318 29.773 30 . 005 30.273
21 28.263 28.629 28.942 29. 183 2 9.773 29.976 30 .016
22 28.419 28.647 28.970 2 9. 126 29.716 2 9.919 30.216
23 28.429 28.710 28.933 29.250 2 9.850 2 9 . U t 4 30. 159
24 28.4)9 28.783 29.914 29.270 29.725 29.795 30.073
25 28.356 28.620 28.886 29.241 29.581 2 9.64 3 28.949
26 28.408 28.601 29.090 29.318 29.620 29.891 2 9.969
27 28.419 28.765 28.961 29.231 29.60O 29.795 30. 180
28 28.491 28.828 29.090 29. 1 16 2 9.524 29.96 2 30.2 35
29 28.253 28.592 28.979 29.356 29.773 29. 929 30. 150
30 28.471 28.701 29.970 29.250 2 9. 76
4
30.06 2 30.264
31 28.377 28.837 29.081 29.097 2 9.54 3 28.767 30. 1 1 1
32 28.419 28.728 2 9.072 29. 154 29.620 29.833 30. 102
33 28.377 28.574 29.063 29.366 29.677 29. 976 30. I40





16 17 18 1 9 [0 '1
1 30.333 30.593 30.706 31 .018 31 .636 32 . 189 32 .302
50.523 30.584 30.879 31 .009 31 . -1 95 31 .913 12 .38 9
' 30.453 30.7G0 31 .044 3 1 . 008 31 .433 7~" . 00^ 52 .14 4
4 30.34 3 30.900 30.9GG 30. 930 51 .636 -:1 .051 3 £.. .2G0
5 30 . 5 !
3
30.57G 30.792 31 .016 31 .4 77 31 . 931 32 .44 4
6 30.583 30.G54 30.879 31 .034 31 .4<-l '•1 .8 85 7 -\ . 45 1
7 30.R23 30.803 30.879 30.999 31 .654 ~p .218 32 .544
8 30.363 30.514 30.871 30.999 31 .530 7-1 .088 32 .595
9 30.423 30.725 31 .079 31 . 190 31 .689 > .069 7 ~! .377
10 30.543 30.G8I 31 .035 31.12 9 31 .459 31 .878 ~~ .318
! 1 30.393 30.584 30.879 31 .025 3 1 .583 32 .005 52 .394
12 30.393 30.505 30.801 30.8G9 31 .583 31 .8 94 327
13 30.403 30.584 30.853 31.051 31 .555 "? 9 .051 32 4 27
1 4 30.G03 30.725 30.905 30.790 31 .4 33 33 . 134 3 2 .427
15 30.583 30.733 30.957 31 .042 31 .4 95 31 .720 32 188
1G 30.383 30.523 30.706 30.929 31 .530 31 .950 32 .394
17 30.363 30.514 30.714 30.947 31 .451 31 .958 .'jt. 2G8
18 30.523 30.444 30.714 30.999 31 .43 3 31 .830 32 352
19 30.293 30.479 31 .018 30.92 1 31 .424 31 .9^0 J 2 335
20 30.273 30.593 30.89G 30.938 31 .5G5 31 . <:!59 32 22G
21 30.373 30.GG3 30.740 30.903 31 . 54 n 32 01 4 7*5 344
<- i. 30.373 30.5G7 30.740 30.809 31 .539 31 .775 32 218
23 30.383 30.523 30.749 30.784 31 .504 31 qi 3 32 V77
24 30.353 30.584 30.801 30.860 31 .593 31 959 * 7 377
25 30.204 30.418 30.706 30.877 31 .380 31 92 2 T "I 15 1
26 30.2G3 30.383 30.402 30.955 31 .256 31 830 32 1 4 3
27 30.323 30.444 30.558 30.877 31 .247 31 793 7 1 33^
28 30.443 30.G28 30.775 30.843 31 . r,.,» 3) 858 >2 302
29 30.393 30.523 30.836 30.912 31 .504 31 931 32 159
30 30.493 30.479 30.723 30.877 31 .203 31 793 134
31 30.393 30.654 30.957 3 1 . 1 G 31 . 1 1 5 31 894 318
32 30.353 30.453 30.7 92 31 .060 31 *3G 31 931 ') «_ 335
33 30.543 30.453 30.853 31 .051 31 .283
"7 "5 014 Jit. 226




1 32 .775 33 . 109 34 .261 35.543 20 .090 30 -7 -r 7 25 .906
2 32 .581 33 .219 34 .295 35.G07 28 .373 30 .350 26 .071
3 32 .707 33 . 194 34 .338 35.716 28 .231 30 36 25 .070
4 32 .S32 33 , 160 34 .372 35.589 20 . 1 20 30 2 l» 25 .027
5 32 .657 Z3 177 34 .218 35.589 28 .231 30 209 25 .945
6 32 .783 33 . 160 34 .269 35.443 20 .231 30 360 25 .978
7 32 .909 33 271 34 .449 35.680 2R 4 1 4 30 614 26 .07 1
B 32 .808 33 202 34 .338 35.598 20 .21 1 30 403 26 . 155
9 32 .758 33 21 1 34 .398 35.707 20 444 30 342 25 752
10 32 .640 33 134 34 .295 35.5G1 20 666 30 465 25 .91 1
1 1 32 G82 33 21 1 34 338 35.607 28 353 30 200 26 07 1
12 32 G99 33 134 34 .235 35.625 28 424 30 307 25 .962
13 32 B 15 33 143 34 .381 35.580 28 323 30 306 25 852
14 32 .7GG 33 151 34 .355 35.443 28 j8 j 30 350 25 894
15 32 5G4 33 228 34 278 35.G80 28 323 30 200 25 903
1G 32 .758 33 1G8 34 .364 35.599 28 242 30 "p">*7 25 920
17 32 GI5 33 185 34 355 35.G07 29 4 2 4 30 4 66 26 760
18 32 G99 33 219 34 206 35.470 28 191 30 254 25 953
19 598 33 262 34 321 35.652 26 31 2 30. 377 26 1 2
20 32 71 G 33 049 34 364 35.525 29 202 30 .1 r.0 25 078
21 32 724 33. 075 34 312 35.543 2 n 302 30. 3 ' 5 25 903
22 32 707 33. 168 34 2 95 35.589 20 303 30. 34 2 25 920
23 32 G57 33. 092 34 304 35.4 16 28 =;r; * 30. 236 25 G5 1
24 3-y GI5 33. 109 34 286 35.470 20 2 92 30. 500 ->t; 06 1
25 32 573 33. 109 34. 381 35.660 20. 3 73 30. 377 T, 970
26 32 472 33. 143 34 149 35.409 20 1 30 30. 025 25 705
27 32. 483 33. 066 34. 201 35.407 20. 302 30. 307 25 86 9
28 32. 5G4 33. 1 17 34. 209 35.388 20. 333 30. 25 4 25 660
29 32
.
480 33. 049 34. 338 35.534 20 . 515 30. /_ C < 25 945
30 32. G23 33. 12G 34. 312 35.479 20 . 2 1 1 30. 42 1 26 037
3) 32. G0G 33. 219 34. 346 35.398 20. 4 34 30. :< 1
5
25. 617
32 32. 724 33. 109 34. 235 35.552 20 . 2 '12 30. 4 30 25 m
33 32. 581 33. 134 34. 209 35.716 28. 535 30. 4 56 25. 92 B
Figure E2. (cont) Run 4, 1 9 Nov 1 992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Ml nber
13 30 31 32
1 17 .289 36.999 54 .332 50 .809
17 .316 37.066 54 .4 30 50 .619
3 17 .253 37.05G 54 .279 50 .637
4 17 280 37.1 13 54 .279 50 .619
5 17 .351 3G.999 54 .34 1 50 .755
G 17 405 36.980 54 323 50 .646
7 17 .485 3G.999 54 .323 50 .691
17 342 37.046 54 270 50 .692
9 17 .333 37.075 54 395 50 7 CH
10 17 298 36.951 54 359 50 854
l l 17 369 37.018 54 421 51 191
12 17 298 36.94 1 54 323 51 525
13 17 551 36.951 54 359 51 199
14 17 389 36.913 54 296 50 429
15 17 218 37.056 54 4 30 48 165
IB 17 431 3G.884 54 305 45 594
17 17 307 37.037 54 510 43 .377
19 17 39G 37.018 54 359 43 640
19 17 333 36.970 54 323 49 052
20 17 467 36.941 54 456 51 588
Zl 17 351 36.855 54 350 51 679
22 17 405 36.884 54 474 51 733
Z3 17 324 36.846 54 ,332 51 543
24 17 47G 36.941 54 341 51 570
25 17 307 36.874 54 243 51 561
2G 17 235 3G.989 54 003 51 461
27 17 333 36.7G0 54 181 51 516
28 17 431 3G.8I7 54 37G 51 733
29 17 360 36.827 54 314 51 606
30 17 449 36.865 54 456 52 014
31 17 387 36.769 54 323 51 878
32 17 405 36.865 54 483 51 670
33 17. 253 37.094 54 056 50 972




t 1 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 .316 .315 .315 .316 .315 315 .314
2 .306 .309 .307 .308 .307 307 .308
3 .479 .479 .479 .478 .176 .177 .480
4 .491 .493 .493 .491 .497 493 .492
5 .503 .506 .508 .502 .499 506 .503
R .510 .513 .512 .511 .509 6M .510
7 .519 .521 .518 .519 .519 5?*
1
.516
a .523 .524 .523 .525 .522 6:5 .521
9 .531 .531 .527 .531 .530 529 .526
10 .535 .533 .534 .537 .533 534 .531
1
1
.537 .539 .539 .530 .537 5 39 .538
12 .546 .550 .549 .546 .546 FMfj .543




14 .552 .555 .555 .557 , 556 555 .553
15 .558 .559 .559 .564 .sn;' 559 .557
IB .562 .562 .563 .566 .'",65 562
.560
17 .567 .567 .568 .569 .56'' 565 .663
10 .570 .568 .571 .S67 .5 70
•; 70 .''168
19 .590 .581 .581 .579 .57^
<',m . 577
20 .599 .587 .590 .592 .59 '
r.im ',94
21 .595 .595 .597 .597 .591 597 . 592
22 .601 .602 .600 .603 .599 603
.
r>99
23 .610 .610 .610 .Gil .610 51 1
.
60'1
24 .631 .630 .632 .633 .6 30 6 V'.
.
6 ',0
25 .654 .656 .555 .653 .656 655
. 663
Figure E2. (cont) Run 4, 1 9 Nov 1 992 (P/Pt Distribution)
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-J I I I I I I L. -I 1 L. 1 1 t 1 1 1 _L I I I 1_
30 31 32 33 3-1 31 36 37 39 33 40 41 42 43 44 43 46 47 43 il 53 31 32 53 54 53 56 37 53 53 GP
Tot a 1 Pressure (ps in)
The cascade loss coefficient based on inlet
dynamic pressure as calculated using
nasa averaged quantities as shown below.
Ptoal - 54.3345292679 PSIA
Ptma2 - 50.G123122B85 PSIA
Ptl-PI - 3G.982G244479 PSIA
Ttavg - 51 I deg R
U bar * 100647724572
Figure E2. (cont) Run 4, 19 Nov 1992 (Loss Distribution)
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Oat a Pr int Out fo r ioc 9 1 , Pun It , FileZRt? i ?0i ;'
Period between 5anple; < sec '»
:
00333333 5333 33
Sample co J lee t i on rate (Hz): .500
Number of samples per p or-t :
Length of dat a run ( sec ): 54. 1
The scan type i s '• 5
Number of scans / t raver
s
es : V)
Increment of traverse : 06 25 Inches
n t no s p her t r. p ressure i
5
4. 7 2 5 p s i a
Tunnel Pressure Ratio i «: ; \ 09968174358
Scan Port Numb er
1 c- 3 4 5 G 7
1 18.311 18.B02 IR.663 20.08? -i -? .flip 25 376 27 1 C'G
~> 18.321 18.591 18.697 19.757 -i ~i .820 25 1 ! 4 26 168
3 18.372 18.655 18.819 19.828 22 . 181 24 64 3 28 373
4 18.331 18.GGG 18.819 19.747 22 .361 25 124 2G 4 35
5 1 B . 3 1 1 18.591 18.486 19.07G 2 1 .852 2 4 64 3 26 785
G 18.331 18.G13 18.541 19.330 22 .231 24 874 2G 705
7 1S.3G2 18.613 18.686 19.69B 22 331 24 464 25 931
8 18.331 10.591 18.486 18.853 21 .203 23 54 3 25 810
g 10.300 18.602 18.54 1 19.219 21 .8 17. 24 301 25 900
is 18.300 18.570 10.486 19.279 2 r . 002 24 433 26 209
1
1
18.280 18.602 18.4 30 1 9 . 07G 2 1 20 3 24 339 28 332
12 18.259 18.462 18.563 19.584 1 ->t. L. . 102 24 391 26 127
13 18.219 18.516 18.552 19.371 ~J *?L. JL. 231 24 779 26 22 9
14 18.270 18.580 18.508 19.493 251 24 234 26 137
15 18.259 18.559 18.552 19. 137 21 072 24 224 2G 137
1G 18.311 18.623 18.586 19.005 21 .074
n "7 270 25 G23
17 18.229 18.570 18.508 19.239 21 293 «. -J 026 25 75G
18 18.208 18.495 18.441 19.229 21 732 24 527 2G 301
19 18.290 18.537 18.452 18.995 21 2G3 23 815 25 839
20 18.259 18.473 18.519 19.422 21 .922 24 41 2 2G 127
Zl 18. 188 18.548 18.630 I9.2G9 21 842 24 758 2G
77 '„*
22 18.219 18.441 18.530 19.290 ~> "i 421 2 4 7 37 26 096
23 18. 188 18.409 18.419 19.117 21 503
~> 5 794 25 767
24 18. 147 18.484 18.475 19. 108 2 1 .692 23 920 25 G43
25 18. 12G 18.441 18.419 10.914 21 293 24 349 26 075
2B 10. 147 18.559 18.386 19. 158 21 523 24 014 25 900
27 18. 188 18.323 18.408 19.117 21 G02 95 1 25 859
28 18. 10G 18.462 18.430 19.005 21 .902 24 192 25 777
29 18.085 18.301 18.475 19.747
->
-i 421 24 307 25 G64
30 18. 147 18.323 18.464 19.290 21 .552 2 4 108 26 353
31 18.075 18.452 18.552 19.615 .351 25 020 28 404
32 18.004 18.312 18.408 19.310 21 . 483 24 35 25 674
33 18.075 18.430 18.297 19.G7G 22 231 24 759 26 332
Figure E3. Run 2, 1 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Number
8 g 10 ii
t 77.9GS 28.331 78 P77 29.65"^ 79.907 !0, 1 'it; 50.4 73
2 27.903 28.638 29.031 79.499 79.836 30. 101 .30. 198
5 27.7GB 28.376 78.836 7 9.307 29.616 30. 1 39 '0.36 9
1 27.550 28.349 28.883 29.432 29.955 30 .215 •0.4 16
5 27.768 28.313 29.040 79.432 79.740 30.07 4 30.330
G 27.747 28.267 78.660 29. 125 79.817 79. 99 7 "0. 1 40
7 27.31
1
28.385 28.725 29. 144 29. :<?? 30. 1 79 •0.735
8 77.4^6 28. 159 28.799 29.441 2 9.740 30.04 4 30.235
9 27.083 27.842 28.697 2 9.345 79.759 79.977 30. 169
10 27.373 2B.041 28.697 29.297 79.550 79.982 30. 130
1 1 27.3G3 27.896 28.660 29.297 7 9.606 79.944 79. 940
12 27.415 28.2G7 28.920 79.336 79.740 30.053 : 0.792
13 27.3!
1
2B.096 28.577 29.230 pa _ 7~q 30.006 30. 168
I 4 27. 16G 27.887 28.651 29.230 29.510 79.844 50. 189
I? 27.249 28.285 28.957 29.211 79.597 29.959 "0.226
IB 26.917 27.797 28.651 29.297 7 9.558 29.94 9 50.083
17 27.207 28.077 28.354 28.971 79. 453 29.797 70.MI
10 77.332 28. 132 28.018 7 9.211 79.463 !9.806 79.940
ig 77. 145 28.059 28.637 79.317 29.530 7 9.67" 50.035
20 77.073 27.697 28.493 28.942 29.415 79. 7 4 "9.959
21 27.50R 28.258 28.781 29.067 79. 300 2 q , n 3 c; 50.064
22 26.969 27.851 28.744 29.067 79.6 75 79.7 1 1 30.064
23 27. 176 27.887 28.595 2 9.115 79.577 29.683 30.083
24 26.875 27.670 29.521 29.077 29.491 79.7 50 7 9.911
25 27.093 27.824 28.679 29. 134 2 9.477 79. ~40 30. 11
1
2G 27.052 27.716 28.363 28.952 29.549 7 9.906 "0.016
27 27. 104 27.860 28.372 29.009 29.309 79.730 50 . 006
28 27.000 28.077 28.706 29.048 29.299 29.60 7 30. 1 >8
29 26.574 27.942 28.632 29.067 79.46.3 29.683 50 .083
30 27.581 27.915 28.632 29. 1 44 29.443 29.906 T0.0G4
31 27.259 28.050 29.679 29.019 79. 434 29. 901 ? . 054
32 26.813 27.562 28.512 29. 153 "9.204 29.797 50. 1 97
33 27.581 28. 105 28.456 29.000 2 9.510 7 9.749 79.673
Figure E3. (cont) Run 2, 1 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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rj C 3 n Port Nun lcr
1
r
-. IB 17 18 ! " 1 2 1
1 30.4 70 30.664 30 .618 30.808 30. L) l /! 51 .O c ip ^0
. 998
n 30. 470 30.542 30.514 30.678 ~0. 999 30 . 998 31.1 80
J 30.550 30.556 30.705 30.7RR -f.l. qnr. 3 1 . Q 31 .205
4 30.530 30.585 30.627 30.652 30. MM 30.999 31 .071
5 30.421 30.533 30.R44 30.6 34 30.852 30.861 7 0. 938
R 30.421 30.340 30.523 30.582 30.8RR 31 .017 51 .039
7 30.351 30.533 30.505 30.695 30.755 31 .008 30. 988
8 30.371 30.384 30.505 30.634 30.755 j!0. r.'nn 30.988
g 30.431 30.340 30.4 97 30.634 30.667 30.9R9 30.987
10 30.321 30.375 30.366 30.652 30.54 1 30.8 cil 30 .913
1
1
30.091 30.340 30.340 30.521 30.633 30.74
1
30.946
12 30.351 30.358 30.4iq 30.556 ~0.RR7 30.824 30.91
3
13 30.291 30.279 30.314 30.513 30.72 9 30.93 3 30.979
14 30.271 30.349 30.288 30.443 30.703 30.704 30.745
15 30.261 30.445 30.332 30.591 30.667 30.787 30.954
16 30.281 30.419 30.462 30.565 30.675 30 . 85
1
30.779
17 30.361 30.366 30.358 30.695 30.782 30.870 30.862
18 30. 131 30.270 30.271 30.435 30.447 30.576 30.712
19 30.221 30.323 30.375 30.365 30.676 30.7 96 30. 938
20 30. 171 30.349 30.445 30.400 ' 30.650 30.677 30.R46
21 30.181 30.270 30.358 30.400 30.685 30.74
1
30. 737
22 30.331 30.445 30.375 30.435 30.782 30.760 30.963
23 30.221 30.436 30.497 30.530 30.773 30. 787 30. 996
24 30. 1 1 1 30.375 30.236 30.608 30.506 30.796 30.82 1
25 29.992 30. 121 30.297 30.339 30.64 1 30 .714 10.5P7
26 30.251 30.200 30.253 30.339 30.667 30.677 30.896
27 30.351 30.252 30.080 30.452 30.P~q 30.548 10. 704
28 30. 151 30. 103 30.4 10 30.348 30 . 4 cl 1 30.796 30.796
29 30. 121 30. 165 30.23B 30.374 30.526 30.530 10. ;g2
30 30.21 1 30. 147 30. 184 30.617 30.509 30.695 30.796





32 30.091 30. 191 30.219 30.408 30.332 30.576 30.720
33 30. 101 30.270 30.071 30.322 30.606 30.668 30.553



































-i -1 23 24 25 :g ~\ " 'n
31 .34 7 31 .630 33.022 35.091 27 .018 29.064 26 .704
31 . 178 31 .622 53.099 35. 109 16 . 3 ?P 2 9.031 26 .6 37
31 . IG2 31 .605 33.201 35.000 26 .615 29. 161 26 . 73R
31 204 51 .647 55. 141 34.981 ."6
.
-i ;: i 29.046 26 . 780
31
. 120 31 .664 33. Ml 35.06 3 26 .410 29. 09H 26 .66 9




. 03G 31 .528 33.099 34 .94 4 26 . 44 1 29.099 26 .653
31 .061 51 .460 32.953 54.862 "6 .025 28.831 26 .118
31 . 162 31 .537 32.042 34.890 2K .269 ?B.n<jq 26 556
50 .985 31 .418 33.064 35.036 26 .421 29.991 26 .485
30 .884 31 .520 33.056 34 .844 26 279 28.795 26 419
30 .960 3) .375 33.073 34.963 25 .329 28.785 26 . 190
31 .111 31 .596 33. 133 34.963 26 3 '10 23.627 26 4 77
30 .884 31 .622 33.022 34.935 26 138 29.819 26 392
31 .002 31 .613 33.082 34.954 26 279 29.915 25 451
50 .867 31 .435 32.945 34.881 26 350 29.072 26 460
50 .926 31 .418 32.987 34.835 26 167 28.823 26 460
30 .910 31 .248 32.910 34.871 26 1 17 28.64R 26 207
31 002 31 .486 33.064 34.908 26 238 28.715 26 266
30 943 31 .469 33.047 34.780 26 189 28.662 26
30 977 31 .562 32.833 34.835 26 239 28.706 26 477
30 952 31 .392 33.013 34.771 26 228 28.592 26 392
31 010 31 .528 32.987 34.963 26 309 28.654 26 350
30 985 31 .571 32.928 34.890 26. 289 28.346 26 350
30. 775 31 256 32.970 34.771 26. 096 28.785 26. 342
31 027 31 .537 32.945 34.698 26. 147 28.697 26. 367
30. 792 31 503 32.808 34.826 26. 036 28.514 26. 123
30. 851 31 180 32.868 34.716 25. 994 28.664 26. 334
30. 867 31 239 32.782 34.835 26. 157 28.645 26. 308
30. 985 31 324 32.351 34.999 26. 21" 28.52^. 26. 233
30. 809 31 392 32.936 34.6B0 25. t/i; 29.558 26. IBB
30. 691 31 239 32.756 34.707 26. 177 Z8 . 6 97 26. 275
30. 800 31 477 32.859 34.634 26. I q« 28. 795 26. 207
Figure E3. (cont) Run 2, 1 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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—Scan Port Numb ^r
29 30 31 .') c
1 17.766 36.252 54.454 52. 194
2 17.337 36.528 54.340 52.003
3 17.372 36.471 54.243 51 . 9 1
4 17.354 36 . 5 1
8
54.428 51 . 795
5 17.319 36.423 54. 199 51 .56 9
6 17.3G3 36.471 54.429 51 .674
7 17.372 36.461 54.287 51 .7.32
R 17.345 36.3GG 54.252 57.0.3 1
a I7.3G3 3G.357 54.207 52.207
la 17.292 Ob . vjbb 54. 173 52 . 235
1
1
17.328 3G.290 54 . 1 47 51 . 361
\i 17.363 36.347 54 .322 4 8.695
13 17.301 36.281 54. 182 45. 189
14 17.337 3G.328 54.278 42.759
15 17.345 3G.395 54.252 46.273
IS 17.408 3G . 4 1 4 54 . 33
1
51 .587
17 17.3G3 3G.328 54.270 52.293
18 17.345 3G.290 54.217 52 . 766
19 17.345 36.290 54.305 52.248
20 17.319 3G .338 54.472 52.320
21 17.425 36.243 54. 103 52. 194
22 17.399 36.205 54.357 57.248
23 17.292 36.309 54. 155 52.257
24 17.328 36.271 54. 103 52.211
25 17.328 36.224 54. 190 52.229
2G 17.337 3G . 1 86 54. 120 52. 193
27 17.390 36.309 54.041 52.720
28 17.301 35.939 53.936 52.302
29 17.417 36.024 53.821 52.275
30 17.452 36.129 53.927 52.428
31 17.212 35.906 54.059 52. 184
32 17.230 35.882 53.901 52.031
33 17.221 36.214 54. 138 51 .081
Figure E3. (cont) Run 2, 1 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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Figure E3. (cont) Run 2, 1 Dec 1992 (P/Pt Distribution)
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V*i r H c 1 r p i 1 1 «n r. « r r-bv r s- * H •"? ft
.flfJ5
r t t i ~ r-r- 7i i r in r ^ t t^ i r t— i -r t —1— T T" y~~t ' 1 I T
1
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1. 17.3 i \ \
1.873 / / i
1.3375 / / /
3
3
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i . 1. 1. 1 i... i
.1. .1 L -I i. J. _l _
3 31 33 33 3 « 33 3* 37 31 33 W 41 43 41 44 43 4R 4? « '1 JH 11 S3 S3 51 33 55 5" S3 VI ftl
Tnlnl Prr'jurr (pita i
The cascade loss coefficient hosed on i nlet
dynamic pressure as calculated using
mass averaued quantities as shown below
Ptmsl - 54.2040569826 PSIA
Ptna2 - 51.4784813851 PSIA
Pt 1 -PI - 3G. 8650770313 PSIA
Ttavg - 507.5 deg R
W_bar - .0739338098084
















Sample collection rate (Hz >
:
<0P
Number of samples per port: 10
1 engt h r f da t a run ( seo ): 34. 1
The scan typ e is: ^









pressure is 4. 725 psia




4 5 6 7
1 I8.G54 18.899 19.720 22. 161 25. !«4 26.894 28. 134
-> I8.G13 18.824 19.787 22.669 25. 095 26. 020 20. 144
3 18.654 19.056 19.798 22. 151 24 .345 26.204 27. 959
4 18.613 I8.R45 19.610 21 .765 2 4 .005 26.769 28.031
5 18.593 18.835 19.676 22.212 2 4.535 26.654 27.959
G 10.623 18.813 19.643 21 .046 24 .755 26.64 3 20.113
7 18.644 18.813 19.367 21 .927 24 .605 26.406 27.558
8 18.542 18.792 19.500 22. 1 10 25.005 26.905 27.915
9 18.623 18.813 19.920 24.755 26.570 27.743
10 18.552 19.781 19.489 2 1 .6 43 24.625 26.601 27.015
1 1 18.522 18.835 19.544 21 .622 24.545 26.392 27.794
12 18.603 18.802 19.522 21 .460 2 3.7.-5 26. 193 20.000
13 18.51 1 18.706 19.334 21 .277 ."4 . \35 25.520 27.96 9
14 18.542 18.684 19.389 21 .582 2 3.005 26.05 7 27.732
15 18.481 18.759 19.544 21 .571 ,'4 . 1 15 26.026 27.547
IS 18.491 18.749 19.312 21 .329 ;3.0G5 26.4 65 27.650
17 18.379 18.544 19.378 21 .571 2 4.65^ 26.9P5 27.712
18 18.522 18.759 19.41 1 21 .56 1 24. 105 26.256 27.743
19 18.491 18.706 19.356 21 .006 2 4 . 2 1
5
26.207 27.537
20 18.461 18.587 19.345 21 .378 23.825 26.308 27.671
21 18.501 18.770 19.400 21 .307 24.625 26.277 27.712
22 18.522 19.706 19.544 21 .066 24 .245 26.21 4 27.702
23 18.450 18.620 19.500 21 .714 24.055 26.507 27.599
24 18.369 18.706 19.632 21 .015 24. 145 26.05/ 27.558
25 18.440 18.609 19.422 21 .338 24 . 195 26.319 27.558
26 18.491 18.673 19.334 2! .582 24.4 25 26.605 27.990
27 18.389 18.630 19.334 21 .338 24. 185 26.277 27.763
28 18.440 18.663 19.224 21 .043 23.905 26.036 27.516
29 18.318 18.523 19.378 21 .439 23. 49^. 25.733 27.290
30 18.430 18.523 19.213 2 1 .400 2 4.065 26.476 27.527
31 18.399 18.566 19.202 21 .573 2 4.075 25.000 27.004
32 18.287 18.555 19.312 21 .256 23.565 25.77 4 27.527
33 18.318 18.502 19.213 2 1 . t 2 4 2 4.335 26.60'^ 27.619
Figure E4. Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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-i c ei n Tort Nup her
9 9 10 1 1 I 2 1
"
14
1 :n.79R 2 9.491 2 9.035 30.439 '0.609 30.719 31 .03 9
2 2 9.026 29.617 2 9.974 30.380 "0.657 '0. noo 31.19 1
3 29.223 29.644 30. 103 30.6 20 50 . 906 70
.
976 31 .0 77
4 28.7G7 29.292 30.020 30.4 38 3 .713 3 I .014 31 .096
5 28.684 29.427 29.890 30.246 '•0.7 I 4 'i .o^r 31 .096
S 28.642 29.436 30.094 30.351 30.639 '0 . 8 7? r,0.992
7 28.777 29.744 30.048 30.52 4 7 772 31 .014 31 .077
n 2R.8I9 29.509 29.974 30.274 30.6 I 8 30.86 3 30.972
9 2R.G84 29.491 29.872 30. 380 30.858 30.966 30.925
10 28.705 29.301 29.770 30.361 30.781 30.938 31 . 153
] i 29.005 29.536 29.964 30.57 4 30.R76 70. ^1
o
30.991
12 28.798 29.382 29.844 30.399 30.647 30. rnfi 31 .039
13 29.870 29.274 29.696 30.236 30.5^9 30.935 31 .210
14 28.777 29.328 29.742 30.217 30.494 30.758 30.934
15 28.456 29.328 29.053 30.265 30.570 30 .919 31.010
16 28.456 29.048 29.779 30.226 30.590 30.777 30.887
17 28.601 29.346 29.779 30.246 30.599 30.677 30.725
18 28.839 29.084 29.668 30.274 30.54 2 30.81S 30 . 953
19 28.829 29.554 29.742 30. 159 30.G2" 30.939 30.84 9
20 28.777 29.455 29.779 30.217 30.590 30.702 30.896
21 28.622 29. 192 29.742 30. 159 30.4 94 30.853 71 . 05"
22 28.694 29.220 29.714 30.207 30.494 30.654 30.963
23 28.300 29. 192 29.751 30. 188 30.4 17 30.607 30.773
24 28.694 29.427 29.547 29.957 30.398 30.54 1 30.896
25 28.383 28.705 29.529 30.217 70 5 T.? 30.677 30.858
26 28.725 29.346 2 9.807 30.217 30.494 30.597 30.887
27 28.487 29.256 2 9.733 30.217 30.4 3G 30.692 31 .039
28 28.300 29. 183 29.584 30.044 30.4 36 30.626 30.763
29 28.383 28.903 29.464 29.890 30.40" 30.607 30.72^







31 28.394 29.057 29.473 30.284 30.533 30 . 53
1
30.7IG
32 28.819 29. 129 29.510 29.919 30.4 36 30.777 30.782
33 28.580 28.994 29.557 29.890 30.3 75 30.399 30.64








1 31 .009 31 . 106 31 . 199 31 .219 31 . ! 37 31 .7 r^ \ 2p . 3 r'0
1
£- 31 . 107 31 .202 31 .337 31 .419 31 .2 95 31 .454 n -i .731
3 31 .337 31 .220 31.111 31 .298 3 1 . 16 ?. 31 . 307 21 .72 9
4 31 .277 31 .220 31
.
1RI 31 .4:0 31 .3 30 31 .242 22 . 1 93
5 31 .247 31 . 185 31 . 103 3! ?37 '1 .04*1 31.297 31 .605
6 31 .088 31 . 132 31 .051 31 . 105 •:i .163 31 . 325 31 . 103
7 31 . 158 31 . 150 31 . 155 31 .237 31 . 3 3 '1 3 1 . 1 96 3 1 .713
n 31 . 178 31 . 158 31 . 120 31 .2 45 31 .181 31 .270 21 .672
9 31 .01
R
31 .071 30.95 4 31 .280 31 ,3 1b 31 .408 21 71 -T
10 31 .237 31 . 193 31 .051 31 . 1 15 31 . 137 31 .23 3 2 1 .290
1
1
30.938 31 .079 30.998 31 . 159 31 1 98 31 .334 21 .025
12 31 . 128 31 . 106 31 .051 31 .159 30 .907 31 . 150 20 .918
13 31 .098 31 .044 30.981 31 .272 31 128 31. 104 21 257
14 31 .029 31 . 193 30.955 31 . 107 31 . 181 31 .068 20 479
15 31 .068 31 . 185 31.111 30 .985 30 99G 31 . 190 20 .992
IB 31 .088 30.957 30.842 30 .985 30 .881 31 .095 20 .239
17 30.868 30.992 30.860 31 .21 1 31 198 31 .086 21 1 17
18 31 .038 30.974 31 .051 31 . 1B7 31 .101 30.994 21 . 108
19 30.958 30.878 30.9B4 31 .211 31 093 31 .058 30 87G
23 30.898 31 .088 30.929 31 .072 30 978 30.976 20 777
21 31 . 108 31 .009 30.998 31 .080 30 99G 31 .068 20 595
22 30.928 31 .001 31 .094 31 .072 31 075 31 .077 20 862
23 30.938 31 .036 30.860 30 968 30 891 31 .003 21 282
24 30.938 30.869 30.BGB 31 .072 30 964 30.875 20 868
25 31 .018 30.790 30.851 31 1 15 30 ciqq 30.893 20 587
26 30.829 30.834 30.834 30 .985 30 837 30.875 20 934
27 31 .098 30.904 30.929 30 994 30 943 31 .049 2! IBG
28 30.898 30.904 30.704 30 907 31 031 "0. ^0 21 1 99
29 30.848 30.694 30.721 30 681 50 899 30.902 30 r.t C
30 30.779 30.790 30.825 31 063 30 q08 31 .03 2 21 639
31 30.779 30.7B4 30.851 30 PI 1 30 003 30.755 2! .14 8
32 30.009 30.939 30.730 31 '.189 30 9 34 30.0 3 9 21 I 99
33 30.749 30.878 30.B52 30 863
»
30 776 30. B4 1 21 497
Fignre E4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Por" t Nur her
1 -> 23 24 25 i 29
1 27. IP4 29.624 30.9R7 3 1
.
2 1 o 31 i; -
_
31 • .m 31 .00 3
1 27.512 2 9.4 37 30.864 3 1 . 055 31 . 570 ,"i • T 31 .020
3 27.210 2 9.565 30.864 31 .055 31 . 39? "1 . 1 55 30.970
4 27.479 29.539 30.787 31 .073 31 .410 31 .231 30.935
5 27. 159 29.497 30.958 31 .201 "1
. 50 1 31 .?7.^ 30. 970
fi 27.058 29.531 30.864 31 .091 "1 .451 T 1
- 2.05 11 .020
7 2B.B49 29.318 30.735 31 . 129 '<] .360 31 .no 30 . 936
9 26.949 29. 182 30.6 15 30.991 31 . . r r;o 31 . 126 30.810
9 27.025 29. 225 30.795 31.119 31 .131 T l •' r; -; 30. 987
10 26.622 28.928 30.392 30.772 31 . 157 31 . 1 OR 31 .020
1 1 26.647 28.919 30.409 30.790 31 .309 31 .211 30. 902
12 2G.74B 29. 131 30.658 31 .027 31 .269 31 .039 30.944
13 26.874 2 9.327 30.701 30.954 31 .279 31 . 153 30. 94 4
14 26. 160 28.775 30.444 30.954 31 .2 49 31 . 100 30.793
15 26.605 29. 106 30.65S 30.936 31 .259 31 .030 30.793
16 26.504 29. 106 30.547 30.772 31 . 1 99 3! .091 30.869
17 26.874 2 9.098 30.581 30.964 31 . IPR 30 .909 30.751
18 26.614 28.953 30.401 30.845 31 . 168 31 .04 8 30. 793
19 26.31
1
28.860 30.452 30.909 31 .299 30 . or,q 30.927
20 26. 135 28.741 30.358 30.790 31 . 157 30 .890 30.810
21 26.060 28.766 30.34 1 30.809 31 .2 19 31 030 30. 818
22 26.261 28.775 30.349 30.827 31 . 157 30 .925 30.018
23 26.823 29.225 30.547 30.063 31 . |69 30 952 30.8IO
24 26.244 28.817 30.324 30.745 31 .016 30 873 30.760
25 26.546 28.826 30. 1 18 30.654 31 .066 30 960 30.64 2
2G 26.244 28.707 30.478 30.927 31 . 157 30 934 30.709
27 26.412 28.715 30.349 30.708 31 026 30 9 90 30 . 7 1 B
28 26.681 23.996 30.504 30.763 31 168 30 873 30.650
29 26.001 28.605 30.298 30.76 3 31 056 30 72 4 30.718
30 26.958 29.208 30.607 30.790 31 1 1 / 30. 917 30.701
31 26.706 29.919 30.444 30.617 31 127 31 . 065 30.550
32 26.597 29.030 30.201 30.553 30 925 30. 8.39 30.726
33 26.907 28.698 30. 143 30.626 30 975 30. 803 30.659
Figure E4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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Scan Port Mur* her
29 30 31 32
I 18.945 35. 804 55.220 52.948
2 19.025 76.708 55.094 52.804
3 18.980 3G.R51 55.346 52.971
4 18.95-1 36.604 55.238 52.92 1
5 I 8 . 972 36.594 55.328 52.930
6 IR. "9 9 3G.GG1 55.337 57.92 1
7 18.954 3G.585 55.346 52.948
o 18.883 3G.471 55.256 52.939
g 18. 989 35.594 55.392 53. 197
10 19. 176 3G.G04 55.031 52.994
1
1
18. 998 3G.423 55.229 51 . 179
12 1H.954 3G.547 55 .319 47. 399
13 I9.0G0 3G.547 55.229 43.575
14 19.938 36.499 55.319 44.077
IS 18.972 36.528 55.292 50.359
IE 19.01G 3G.395 55.238 53.075
17 18.945 3G.585 55.283 63. 138
18 10.972 3G.385 55.783 53. 183
IG 18.954 3G . 556 55.364 53. 174
:o 19.025 36.556 55.2 70 52.984
21 10.954 36.471 55.220 53. 107
22 18.998 36.395 55. 103 53. 11 1
23 18.990 36.328 55.094 53.03 1
24 19.0G9 36.4 14 54.R96 53.057
25 I8.8G5 35.271 65. 166 53.084
26 18.954 35 . 376 55.067 63. 156
27 18.954 36.347 55.094 53.219
28 18.900 36.290 55.040 53. 174
29 18.989 36 . 357 54.887 53.084
30 10.874 36.252 54.914 53.255
31 18.785 36. 139 54.941 53.701
32 18.972 3G.091 54.941 53.067
33 18.891 36. 177 54.7 16 52. 164
Figure E4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Raw Data)
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1 1 ' i <
.1 2 .1 .4 1 S .7 .1 i i
v *c
Port Scon Number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 .338 .338 .337 .337 .336 -f.-j ..337
2 .342 .342 .341 .34 1 .340 340 .340
3 .357 .359 .358 .355 .356 355 . 350
4 .401 .411 .400 .394 .401 315 .3516
5 .456 .455 .440 .449 . 4 .1
3
447 .4 46
6 .497 .489 .473 .465 .-1H? 4R 1 .471
7 .509 .SM .505 .507 .505 508 . 4HP
8 .522 .527 .529 .521 .518 518 .6T0
9 .534 .538 .536 .530 .5.52 532 .
637
10 .540 .544 .544 .543 . 5 1 544 .643
II .551- .551 .553 .551 .547 5<tR .652
12 .554 .556 .558 .557 .555
r
,54 .556
13 .557 .561 .560 .561 .561
qqn
.650
14 .562 .566 .561 .563 .56:? 560 .561
15 .562 .566 .566 .566 , .566 562 .563
16 .563 .566 .564 .565
'
.564 66 3 .553
17 .565 .569 .562 .564 .56T 561 .563
19 .565 . , .570 .565 .569 .565 564 564
19 .564 .566 .563 .567 .561 563 . 56 4
20 .566 .57J
. x - 5GG .566 .566 566
.564
Figure E4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Lower Passage P/Pt Distribution)
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1 2 3 -I q R
Zl .405 .413 .393 .402 .390 T
•
22 .492 .499 .492 .497 ..191 apq
23 .53G .534 .534 .535 .533 5 T 1
24 .561 .560 .558 .557 .550 55n
25 .555 .564 .561 .563 .56-1 562
2G .571 .569 .567 .569 .569 56 R
27 .555 .568 .563 .565 .564 564










FignreE4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Upper Passage P/Pt Distribution)
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'v>r Kkle Pi - *.nrir r rr five ps?H ^ . I"i
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J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 1 1 . i_ _l 1 L —I 1-
in II 32 Jl H J"i Ifi J7 W 33 40 41 43 4.1 44 45 4(5 4? 41 41 W M 5? 51 5-4 SI 5H S? 53 51 f^
Tc>4 ^ 1 Pressure ' pt i a 1
The cascade loss coefficient baser! on inlet
dynamic pressure as calculated using
mass averaged quantities as shown below.
Ptnal - 55.1654793409 PSIA
PtnaZ - 52.3818787735 PSIA
Ptl-Pl - 3B. 1988140382 PSIA
Ttavg - 513 deg R
W.bar - .P7G8975GZ5S79
Figure E4. (cont) Run 1, 7 Dec 1992 (Loss Distribution)
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APPENDIX F. SAMPLE RVCQ3D INPUT AND SUMMARY ( >l RESTARTS
Sample RVCQ3D Input File:
'GA55 PYMAMICS LAP TRANSOM T<~ FAN CASCADE'




, irs=l , >?pi=0 . 3, epj=0 . 4
,
r-fi-4. 5,av2=l . 00,av4=l . r.Pnd
r n It i bcin-1
,
ibcex-l
, i tm.TX-2 000 , ireati=l, iresto=l,
ire^- 10, icrnt = 10, ixrm=0 r.pnd








.nl5 ilt = 2, jedge=3 0, rental 7 . S3"(i
,
prnr=0 . 7 1
, prtr=0.90,
tw=0




, nblade= l,nmn=0 r.end
2. Sununary of RVCQ3D restart inputs:














2010-2500 0.71 0.45 0.55
2510-3000 0.71 0.35 0.45
3010-4000 0.71 0.35 0.45
4010-5000 0.71 0.3 0.4
5010-7000 0.704 0.3 0.4
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APPENDIX G. SAMPLE CALCULATION USING KOCH AND SMITH
The following Is a loss estimate based on the Koch and Smith mode) [Ref 25J, Experimental
results will be used as inputs where possible and estimates of other quantities will be input
elsewhere Blade anf passage geometry is determined. 7 he deviation angle is estimated using
NASA SP-36 |Ref. 27] and AGARD R-745 (Ref. 26|. The loss estimate is obtained using relations,
figures and tables from reference 33 and 34














4 = 6 66773 deg
' max " '
c := 6-in
'LE " 0015 in
tcmax -= 03811
s = 3 in
O- 2
5 - 5 1.84 deg
wedge - 3.5 deg
K lm = - wedge + %
2m = K lm
K lm = 53.59 -deg
K 2m = '»6 Q2227.deg
Suction Surface Incidence:
'ss = 115 deg + Ai.
Suction Surface Melal Angle
Blade Incidence Angle:
Inlet Flow Angle:
K Is = K lm + --wedge




K ls - K lm)
im = 2 9-deg
Pi r 'm + K 1ft
f3 ,
= 56.49 -deg
Figure Gl. Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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B. Deviation anqle Is estimated using three methods. The first two are from NASA SP-36 and the
third Is a modified Carter rule taken from AGRARU-R-745.
Using NASA SP 36 two -methods' ran be used to find deviation angle which yield similar results:
Method 1 (EQN 268)
1. Zero caml*>r deviation for 10% thick
65 series airfoils as a function of inlet
flow angle in Figure 161
6 o_10% = 2 5 de8
2. Slope function as taken from
Figure 168 as a function of inlet
flow and solidity.
m = 185
3. Corrections to zero camber deviation
for C-series airfoils and thickness The
thickness correction Is from Figure 1 72
as a function of t/c.
K 6sh_C_series = lI
a = 0.32




= K 5sh_C_SCTies K 5t 6 o 10%




" &0 + m
8, - 2.1 1353 -deg
Method 2 (EQN 269)
1 Slope function for solidity of 1 taken from
Figure 166
m j r 305
2. Solidity exponent taken form Figure 164.
b - 0.72
3. Using equation 269 and the zero camber





8 2 = 2.11463-deg
Fgure Gl. (cont) Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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Molhod 3 (Modified Carter's Rule)
1. Carter's rule slope function as taken form Figure 160 in NASA SP 36: £ = 51 .84 -drg
m c_ca - 0.33











3. Modified Carter's rule relation from AGARD-R-745 (EQN 3 5)
5 3 = - 1.099379 + 3.0186-SCffJ)a - 0.1988 5 ^j,*
5 3 = 2.48024 deg
5 = 8 3
Now, outlet flow angle can be estimated using the deviation angle(s) found above
P 2 = Si-Kjn, - - o n
Total flow turning Is . " ' 1 ~ ' 2
f) 2
" 49.40251* deg e - 7.08740 -deg
C. Cascade losses are calculated using the Koch and Smith model outlined in AGARD R 745





a. The first step is to calculate the following parameters:
Velocities and Macfi numbers will be taken as the average value and it should be
noted that for the actual machine these would be relative velocities:
V
,





Figure Gl. (cont) Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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Radius values must ho dPlPtmliied to completely utilize Die model, htit Oiere pflprl
cancels out for the 2-0 case so the radius sliowii Is arHliary
1 1 = 10 m r 2 - 10 h
'mem z , mean" l0
' m
Olier constants defined for use In Ills model me as sliowti
K| = 2445 K 2 - 4458
K 3 := 7688 K 4 - 06024
Velodly diagram parameters:
Pl + P2
Prnc-," 52 '4626 -^
M tl : M l«vg eo»(P |) M 7|- 0.76663
V 6l : V l«vg»"(P|) V e| - 1089.43665-
A
v e2- v 2«g»«(P2) VC - 544.55674 -A
Annukrs parameters of questionable value:
A,, S is«($)(r 2 - r,) A,, - V
A.-i :- A.i
v 'max I
A it - A .j\
1 _ _ < ttils term = 1
(Pmc)/ \ 3A «I
Density and clrculallon peramters:
M v el - r 2 v fl2
r
s«jf 7J~
r me«n "'* l«vg
I
***' Wl A K '"I" 1 ) .p«t. '- I ' - p- ! —7—r ° r «
P*« - I 31723
Figure Gl. (cont) Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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Equivalent diffusion factor
»:*- ^" (-(Pi) -Kior*.)' (-^| (< i K , -r
D,„™ 1.8012-1
b. Mir npxt stop Is louse lie quantities al»ve as well as flow quantities In Hie figures
contained In tlie Koch and Smlli paper Ihe quanrjrjes obtained will lie used In
equation 2 of AGARO R-M5 (which Is equalon 264 ol SP 3fi)
WIfh Deq and Inlet Re, fiqures 2a and b can be used lo find Momentum
thickness to chcxd and Tialllnq edqe boundary layer form factor
Re |tvg ::nK«i(R el ) Re Iavg - 9 10881-10*
8 C , := 0.0075 H-fB := 1.57
A correclon for Inlet Mach Number Is provided by Figure 3 as
a linclon Deq and Mi
M l«vg" 1 38862
°M1 = ° 7 H M1 = «»
A correclon for stream tube correclon based on h1rti2 Is given, but Is impossible to
palmate In the current experimental conflguralon.
A Re/roughness Momenkjm Thickness correction Is provided using ks
lorn Appendix 2 and Flgure 5 boll of lie Koch and Smith paper.
Assuming a surface roughness of ASTM Paper number 180
k <XA- 70866l(r<in k « = «-2kCLA
k,e — Ic^- 000073
°Re
Then Figure 5 provides corrections as a (unclon of Re
9 ks .= 125 and for a rouqhness Reynolds R
k
» """"(p ,) v 1«
number as slrown. HieMlels mean(n|)
corrected In Hie same manner.
(lepowervarlaHonof-OOeis R ci " <* 70 23772
H k» - 1 2J not applied)
Figure Gl. (cont) Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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r m mi "ki H iv, " - 2.-1 nos
Now. using eolation 7. Hip piolllp losses ran bp dplpmilned
2 II
m
l-«r jnofile r 2 (e c)





7 Sliock losses and leadinq edge Nimlness losses can be calculated as lollows:
a. Sliock losses obtained loin Figure 7 ol Koch and Smith
°b«_riKKk : = 00«
b. I eadrng edge blunrness losses obtained as sliown:
As r R ,
-(^)j['- 28 (M '^- , ) +096 (M '^- 1 ) 1 )
P . - a *
AP» =s pUmf - p Urate)
AP,
»t>« LB
r m b« LB " ° 00855
<Jl«vg
3. Finally, Uie total cascade losses estimated by Die model nie
<°hv ' m b« ^profile * ""hw.shock + m h»_LB
a> haf - 09963
Figure Gl. (cont) Loss Estimation by Koch and Smith Method
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A. Compare, experimental, emperleal and numerical values...
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